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Facultyohjects to
consulting curbs
By John Gold
A proposal to set guidelines
for faculty consulting met wrth
heavy criticism from members
of the faculty caucus yesterday.
, The proposal would prevent
conflict of interest between a
protessor·s outside consulting
and their duties to the
University.
Caucus members referred to
the draft as "demeaning,
insulting and reprehensible," at
the first faculty caucus meeting

A group of Area Ill residents take time out to play a game of touch football outside Hubbard
Hall.( Kim Economos photo)

Dozier described the area as
"an eyesore at UNH" and said
"revitalizing" the area will be
both functional and aesthetic.
At present the pathways near
Stoke don't correspond with
the natural flow of pedestrian
f Dozier said and new

Television series

will spotlight UNH
By Patricia O'Dell
Laboratories.
The word "connections" is
A television show focusing
on the University of New important, according to cop rod u ce r / director Mark
Hampshire will premiere
Forman. The show is designed
tonight.
"New Connections" is a to explore other facets of the
monthly magazine-format University besides those of
show produced by UNH's research and education, he
Office of University Communi- said.
Since UNH receives funding
cations. It will air on New
Hamphsire Public Television from the state, it is obliged to
produce something in return,
at 7:30 pm.
"There are things going on at Burtis said. In addition to
the University that are directly providing research and
linked to the people of this education, it also provides
state," said the show's co- services, some of which are
producer / director Bill Burtis. featured on "New ConnecThe show covers research that tions" ..
The Lakes Lay Monitoring
applies to the state and people
who are doing interesting Program (LLMP) is offered to
New Hamphsire's lakeside
things".
According to Burtis, much of residents. The residents
the research that takes place at regularly take water samples
UN H can directly apply to the from their lakes and send them
people of New Hampshire: to UNH. The University
"This research can help solve analyzes them and computerproblems in New Hampshire." izes records of the information.
One segment of tonight's , This allows (scientists and
show will examine the damage residents) to keep track of
the New Hamphsire lobster biological changes in the lakes.
"'New Connections' typifies
industry has suffered due to
defoliation of the sea floor by New Hampshire Public
Television's· commitment to
sea urchins.
Another segment will look at local programming," said
the many uses carageenan can Dorothy Meneghin, NH PTV's
be put to. Carageenan, a public information officer.
component of seaweed, can be "Channel 11 is committed to
used to thicken pudding. It may local productions and 'New
also help retard tumors, Connections' features local
according to the research done soltetions, New Hampshire
by Eleanor Gallagher, a marine solutions, to age old
hota nist at Jackson Marine problems."

ability uf fol.-ulty mc11:1bcrs."

No official policy concerning
consl!llting exists at UNH now,
according to Charles Owen

FACULTY, page 9
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Law mandates smoke
alarms in all halls

By Michelle Evans
Each residential unit on the
UNH campus will have a
smoke detector by August
I 985, according to Carol
Bischoff, director of Residential Life.
The smoke detectors will be
ones will be laid to meet
installed
in order to comply
students needs.
A drainage system will also with a state law, passed last
be installed to deal with the spring, requiring smoke
copious amounts of mud which detectors in "virtually any place
people live in," said Captain
plague the area at present.
As well as planting new" William Cote of the UNH Fire
lawns in front of Stoke, the Department. "That includes
Grounds and Roads Depart- dorms, hotels, fraternities,
ment plans to place "orn- sororities, nursing homes,
apartments."
aments" at various spots.
Although the law went into
According to Dozier, the
attention being paid to Stoke's effect on July I, 1984, the
. external environment will University :-eceived a waiver to
match improvements that are arrange financing for the
planned for the inside of the project, according to Bischoff.
Both Cote and Bischoff have
building.
recently completed work with

Stoke· ~eyesore'to he revamped
By Edmund Mander
A $15,000-$20,000 program to improve · the area
around Stoke Hall will provide
new lawns, paths and road-side
curbs, said Director of
Buildings and Grounds Henry
Dozier Jr.

of the school year yesterday.
"It (the draft) is demeaning
to the professional statures of
the people I work with," Starr
Schlobohm, associate professor of marketing, said. "It is
insulting to the integrity and

the UNH Facilities Planning
Department, preparing bids
SJ?ecifications for the project,
Bischoff said.
Where the alarms are
installed depends on the type of
residence, Cote said.
".'-partment buildings with
stairways and corridors require
alarms in those areas, as well as
one in each 'living unit', Cote
said.
In dormitories, a "living
unit" refers to individual
rooms, so an alarm will be
installed in each, Cote said.
To avoid disruption to those
people now in residence halls
most in-room construction will
take place next summer
Bischoff said. But in order t~
bring the halls and apartments
into compliance with the law as
soon as possible, installation in
hallways and lounges will begin
before that.
The photoelectric alarm
system, will be 'hard-wired'
Bischoff said, and not batteryoperated.
"We're probably the largest
landlords in the state," Bischoff
said, referring to the
responsibility of building
owners for compliance with the
new safety law.

-INSIDE-

The Stampers performed
la.st Saturday night at The
Frank /in Ballroom. See
story, page 16.

Rick Leclerc, UNH quarterback mak-es a pass to Andre
Garron. Although the pass was complete, UNH dropped the
game to BU. See page 24 for the story.(Jim Millard photo)
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Boston peace rally
draws UNH students
By J.P. Brown
to the music of the I-Tones.
A crowd of 8,000 people
Peo pie carried banners
gathered on the Boston bright with rainbows, flags and
Common Saturday to protest writhing Chinese dragons.
the nuclear arms race and voice Some carried poles with
their opposition to the Reagan playfully colored dragon's
Ad ministration.
heads on top with golden
Two school buses carrying streamers adorning the poles.
80 UN H students left for the A Chinese new year dragon
demonstration at 10 a .m. from manned by about 10 people
the bookstore parking lot.
weaved in and out of the crowd
The buses arrived at the as they marched.
waterfront park at rtoon.
The marchers went past
There, entertainers got the Marine, Army and Coast
marchers in spirit with dancing, Guard recruiting stations .
skits and clowns and rousing where people stopped and
Dixieland- music.
chanted ·no dral"t, no war, US
The march route went out ot l::I Salvador."
through the skyscraper valleys
A khaki uniformed Marine,
of Bost_on~s financial district. sitting behind the second story
Two e,ther routes took window of his office with his
protestors from Copley Square feet on his desk, watched the
A small part of the 8000 person crowd at Saturday's Boston peace rally. Among the crowd were 80
and from Blackstone Park. The ~rowd with an expressionless
UNH students.(Mark Kelly photo)
marchers all . met in the face and hardly moved as signs _
Common at around 2:00 p.m. and slogans were pointed at
him.
The speakers ranged from
Rep. Gerry Studds ( D-M A) to
Charito Planas, a Filipino
exiled from her country
because of her outspoken
criticism of President Marcos,
among many others.
too, said Langan.
By Steve Gilchrist
Each speaker gave a short
Consumers will "find a wide
A new fresh seafood market ·
and
rousing speech that often
range
of
prices,"
Langan
said,
is scheduled to be opened in
contained blunt refe-rences to
prices that should _provide
Du~ham in early October.
the Reagan Administration's
There is no definite-date for something for every budget.
policies concerning nuclear
"The prices will be aimed at
the grand opening of Oyster
arms,
women's, gay and lesbian
the
fish
buying
public"
while
at
River Seafood, located on
rights to the environment.
Madbury Road next to the same time "be competitive,"
"The covert operations
Scorpio's, but restaurant said Langan, but he,
against Nicaragua are illegal
,emphasizes, "the prices are
proprietor Richard Langan
under both federal and
hopes to open for business by subject to market prices," and :
international laws and it has
the more expensive seafoods ·
October l.
undermined our foreign policy
In the beginning the business like lobster and swordfish will
through our own hypocrisy,"
will be strictly a retail seafood be priced as such.
Studds said.
Langan said Oyster River
market selling fresh fish,
Studds is currently up for reThe new fish market built on the corner of Madbury Road and
shellfish, and other seafoods, S ea fo o·d w i l l be "a n
election
this fall and if he wins
.alter.native"
for
the
fish-buying
.
Pettee
Brook
Lane.(
Frank
Consentino
photo)
but there are also 'plans down
RALLY, page 7
the line for a take-out service public in the area.

Seafood soon to he
•
Durham
for sale Ill

NEIUS IN BRIEF
Epping woman wants to
h~ governor
Colleen O'Brien of Epping waQts to be governor.
The Libertarian Party nominated O'Brien as....its
gubernatorial candidate after its original candidate
was disqualified. But according to Secretary of
State William Gardner the substitution isn't legal
because it "can't be assumed that the people who
signed nominating petitions for Wilson are
agreeable fo someone else."
O'Brien, assisted by the Civil Liberties Union,
intends to appeal the decision.

Labor union in
Newmarket?
Employees of the town of Newmarket are trying
for form a labor union. ·
The subject is being considered by the Public
Emloyees Labor Relations Board, which has not
yet decided whether to allow the union to form.
According to Newmarket Selectman Michael
Cornelius, there is "no direct reason" why the
town's employees want union representation. He
did say, however, that economic factors may have
played a part in the decision.

Arson suspected
An historic ' chapel in Barrington was severely
damaged-in a fire Sunday night.
The fire was probably set by a group of young
vandals, according to Barrington police.
Fire fighters and volunteers were able to save
many of the valuable items in the chapel, including
its Bible.

More Firefighters in
Dover
Dover City Councilors will debate Wednesday
whether to spend over $68,000 in order to hire five
new firefighters.
Fire Chief David Bibber originally requested
nine additional firefighters. The Councilors turned
down both this proposal and a compromise
proposal to hire five new fire fighters .last spring.
Recent claims by members of the fire department
that more personnel are needed in order to fight
fires safely have brought renewed attention to the
issue.

Portsmouth man killed
A Portsmouth man was killed early Saturday
morning in Rye when he apparently lost control of
his motorcycle.
According to Rye Police, Donald E. Crockford,
Jr. was travelling at high speed and trying to pass
another vehicle on Ocean Boulevard when he lost
control.
Crockford was pronounced dead at the scene by
the Rockingham County medical examiner.

Horse killed after
collision
A hareness horse "collided" with an automobile
on the Rochester Fair racetrack Saturday morning
and had to be destroyed.
It wa~ a private automobile that struck the horse,
not an official track vehicle according to track
official, who would not say whether the horse
struck the car or the car struck the horse.
The incident is under investigation by both local
oolice and racing officials. ·

Epping voters won't pay
lawyer
Epping residents voted overwhelmingly
Saturday not to pay legal fees incurred by 13
Epping town officials when a lawsuit was brought
against them.
In a secret ballot vote, the article was defeated
232-136. According to town officials, the attorneys
involved . will now sue the town.
This could cost the town's taxpayers an
additional$ I00,000 on top of the $408,000 already
owed to the attorneys, according to Town Counsel
Peter Loughlin.

Correction
In an article on the Lutheran Student Movement
appearing in last Friday's issue of The New
Hampshire, the Holy Trinity Lutheran Church in
Newington was mistakenly identified as a
Congretational Church.

Correction
In an article on USNH budget requests
appearing in Friday's issue of The New Hampshire,
William Kidder was quoted and identified as UNH
Associate Dean of Students.
Although there is a William Kidder who holds
that position, the William Kidder in question is a
trustee of USNH.

_
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New computer takes

care of business
By Jackie Pelletier
The Student Activity Fee
Organization (SAFO) over the
summer purchased a $7,000
Northstar Advantage computer system.
Tim Collins, the SAFO
business manager, spent this
past summer making up a
menu-driven program to
handle SAFO expenditures.
Besides saving time, the
computer simplifies the
accounting system. It transfers
money orders from account to
account, giving a daily balance
for each organization.
Before, Thompson Hall
spent about two months to
romplPtf' thi1; work

From left are David Carroll, Career Planing and Place~ent,Roger Arnoldy ·Physics department
head and Hugh McGettigan of Varian/Extrion who donated the pump in the foreground.(Doug
Roberts photo,Courtesy UNH News Bureau)

Vacuum pump aids space study
By Ken Fish
A cryogenic low temperature
vacuum pump donated to the
UNH Physics Department by
Varian/ Extrion will be used to
test space experiments on
earth.
Professor Roger Arnoldy,
chairman of the Physics
department, said the · $16,000
vacuum pump will be used to
test equipment which must
function in the cold vacuum of
space.
'"We build experiments that
will fly on sounding rockets
(rockets which are launched to
the outer atmosphere and
immediately return to earth).
These experiments check for
charged particles in the upper
atmosphere," he said.
The UNH Physics department develops space instrum-'
ents for NASA experiments.
Varian / Extrion is a division
of Varian Associates which
produces large electrical
equipment necessary for the
construction of silicon
computer chips.
Varian / Extrion Employ-

ment Specialist Phil Sheerin
said '"the pump and asociated
equipment simulates what
happens in space .. .It will also
do limited emperiments in the
lab to see if (the equipment) will
work in space."
Arnoldy said Varian/ Extrion · recruits many electrical
engineering, computer and
physics graduates from UNH.
They (Varian/ Extrion) like
the (calibre) of students they
recruit from UNH, he said.
Gloucester Employment
Manager Hugh McGettigan
.for Varian/ Extrion said the
pump is the first East Coast gift
of a new program of corporate
giving.
'"We want to establish good
relations with colleges and
universities we recruit from,"
he said.
The propane tank-shaped
pump is about two and a half
feet high and a foot and a half
in diameter at its base. It
contains liquid helium to
reduce the pressure in the
holding chamber it is to be
connected to.

VACUUM, page 18

Sununu speaks to ~gifted'group

world a better place for get directly involved with their
By Margaret Consalvi
generations
that follow."
interests and not just let other
'"Ooe of the problems with
'"This program will people filter information to
education is that we as teachers
have done a terrible job in concentrate on taking the them.
"Don't be embarassed to
improving productivity. We · mediocre students and raising
them
to
the
best
students,"
·
show
your ignorance but .
· have lost sight of education in
demand that people answer
' primary and secondary schools Sununu said.
Sununu said the way for knowledgeably. If you ask why,
and colleges," Governor Johfr
Sununu said Saturday at a ' students to be the best was to you'll understand," Sununu
UN H Seminar for Advanced '"accept the responsibility of said.
Haaland referred to the
High School Students learning the basics and
understanding
the
things
being
students
as "future leaders of
(SEARCH).
dealt with."
this state and nation."
?unun~ .. had qu{ckl};
"The direction of applying
"As citizens and leaders of
adjusted his schedule" to· speak
yourself to detail will bring tomorrow this is where the
at UNH.
rewards well beyond what you chance to learn and help come
UN H President Gordon migryt imagine. Learn to grind true," Schwab said.
Haaland, Dr. Richard Schwab, it out," Su-nunu said.
"The way to fight depression
SEARCH program director,
Sununu advised students to · SUNUNU, page 7
and Executive Secretary of
New Hampshire School
Boards and Administrators
Association Richard Goodman
also spoke at the seminar.
The seminar was held to
orient high school students
to SEARCH. Through
SEARCH, students will attend
ten different topic presentations in the next five months
given by '"top notch" lecturers
and dealing with world
problems such as yellow rain,
starvation
and economy.
George said a meter in
Students were chosen for this
Putnam Hall will show the
program by school district
cummulative kilowatt-hours
committees on the basis of
the generator has produced.
'"What makes this generator grades, determination to follow
special is that it produces 240 through on commitments and
volts, and 60 hertz of AC the ability to think creatively.
SEARCH will hopefully
current that can be tied directly
'"inspire
people to pursue a field
into th~ University power
grid," George said. "Most of study," Schwab said.
"We have taken a system of
generators are DC, and must be
stored and converted before built-in incentives and given no
distinction to those who
they can· be used."
The wind generator will be· perform and those who don't,"
··
80 feet high, wi-th three blades. Sununu said.
'"Students need to learn more
The diameter is 24 feet.
•·1t is possible that the and perform better," Haaland
generator will produce enough , said, '"too little work is
energy to work part of the lab expected of high school
on," George said. "The amount students, they need greater selfof energy (generated) is enough discipline and more homefor a family of four to use in a work."
Studen_ts from 13 area high
month."
Workmen should begin schools listened as Goodman
Governor John Sununu addresses a group of gifted students at
laying the cement foundation said, '"You're here not because
UNH on Saturday morning.(Dorian Stonie photo)
sometime next month, George you're the brightest students
but
because
you
can
make
the
said.

T-School to build
wind generator
By Chris Heisenberg
Construction will begin soon
on an 80 foot high wind
generator for the Thompson
School of Applied Sciences,
near Putnam Hall, on Mast
Road, according to Douglass
George, a Thompson Hall
instructor.
The Aerolite wind generator
was donated to the University
by former WBZ-TV weatherman Don Kent, to demonstrate
the
feasibility of energy
generation, according to
George. It will generate l ,200
kilowatt-hours, and has a rated
output of 5 kilowatts, meaning
it is designed to put out 5
kilowatts during a 12 m.p.h.
wind, for maximum efficiencv.
'"We know the feasibility of
power generation," Ueorge
said. The main purpose of this
is to demonstrate the
feasib~lity of getting power
from the wind.

Arnoldy said the cylindrical
chamber, which hasn't been

Now, keeping track of
expenditures is no longer a
tedious job.
The SAFO computer has
also been programmed to give
accurate statements of past
year reserves (the amount an
organization actually has), as
well as an accurate statement of
the amount spent.
Checks are now printed and
recorded as expenses, and
s_ubtracted from the organization through the computer. As

a result, the reports are much
easier to read, and the time
saved is of great value.
The system includes the
printer, software, modem, and
the actual machine. Although it
is quite an expense, Collins said
he thinks it will be worthwhile.
For instance, the system
open~ up the possibility of
drastic changes in operating
SAFO.
In the past, they were trying
to catch up on · transfering
accounts, balancing, and
keeping transactions up to
date. Now there is more time
and confidence for experiencing and learning, Collins
said.
"The computer enables the
SAFO office to keep on top of
all transactions, while leaving
time to be spent on more
important issues. It gives a
listing of all expenditures and
income received, which is very
helpful at budget time. More
importantly, bookkeeping is
simplified for orgamzat10ns,
allowing them to concentrate
on their area of interest,"
Collins said.
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Bookstore serves up
publicity plus
By Jim Millard
The UNH Barnes and Noble
Bookstore was transformed to
a cocktail lounge complete with
champagne, catered hors
d 'oeuvres, and music on
Monday afternoon.
The Grand Opening
Celebration for the new
bookstore mixed business and
socializing. Several executives
from the New York based
company were on hand to
officially welcome the UNH
bookstore to the ranks of 44

other university bookstores run
by the company.
Paul Ohran, Vice President
and Director of Stores said,
.. It's the prettiest (store) we
have. Usually we get stuck in
the basement."
"I get the feeling that
everyone enjoys coming to the
store," said Assistant Manager
Glen Hoyle.
Some still expressed
uneasiness about the company's takeover. Professor Bill
BOOKSTORE, page 20

Take a study break at the

MUB
NIGHT

~~ 2

GRILL

. Tru the mue BURGER (The Wh-what?)
AJuicu & oz. burger, toooed with cheese
lettuce and tomato. serued with chios
and a Dickie.

$1. 95

The Barnes and Noble bookstore during fall book rush.(Frank Consentino photo)

Student campaign is confident
By Michelle Evans
Family support has been
integral to the campaign of
Dennis Hogan, a Republican
nominee for the state
legislature, and a UNH junior.
Hogan, who has campaigned
door-to-door in Ward two of
Nashua, once stopped at the
home of an elderly, housebound woman, right before the
state primary.
"She said she had no way to
get to the primaries," Hogan
said, "so I told my mom, and

the day of the primaries, she the opening meeting of the
went to pick her up. That was University System Board of
one vote for me."
Trustees, Hogan discussed his
Hogan's brother has a "big ambitions while the trustees
family," who will be met in closed session.
campaigning for him before the
"If elected, I've been told I
election. Other members of his have a good chance of being on
family, 13 strong, paint signs.
the (state) education
'Tm in pretty good shape," committee," Hogan said. "I
Hogan said, after winning a hope to be able to help UN H,
nomination in the September and not just to rob the bank."
11 primary. "It's pretty much a
As a member of the state
Republican -district."
legislature, Hogan will be
Out of breath from a last .
PAIGN
minute bicycle ride to attend CAM
, page 11

EHPOSE YOURSELF
\0

muso

PHOTOSCHOOL
AND DARKROOMS!

Classes begin October 8 in Basic
and· Advanced photography. Darkrooms
are also available for use .

~~sollleone to Talk to''
86.2-2293

. - - -REGISTRATION-•Begin Sept. 17th-Oct. 5th
•$35.00 Photoschool (includes darkroom· _use)
•$25.00 Darkroom
•Register in the M USO office Room 148 of the MU B

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

6 p.m. -

midnite

anywhere in New Hampshire
800-582-7341

862-1485

ASK FOR DON EVA
or

TOMASEN MADDEN
DON'T WAIT SIGN UP n.ow

Basement Schofield House
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In library

Trash hassles may can sodas
By Edmund Mander

Vending machines selling
canned drinks will have to be
removed from the library if a
problem of littering and
spillage isn't resolved, said
University Librarian Professor
Don Vincent.
"We take out...bushels of
cans and junk from every floor"
said Vincent, who complains
that spillage not only ruins
furniture and causes a mess,
but encourages vermin.
The vending machines are
located on floor A. and

according to library rules, in spite of an abundance of
drinks are not supposed to be notices informing students of
taken out of the vending the rules, people could still be
machine room.
unaware of library drink
Vincent said in spite of policies.
efforts to enforce the ruling, the
"Our greatest problem · is
problem persists.
worrying about vermin," Roy
Night desk supervisor Paula said.
Roy said the staff is constantly
Vincent, who said he has
seeing students walking into communicated with interim
the library with open Vice President of Academic
containers of soda, and when Affairs Raymond Erikson on
confronted, they claim the problem, said if students
ignorance of the rules.
don't cooperate with library
Roy expressed surprise that rules, "we 'II have to stop it."

HOMECOMlNG

84

ORGANlZATlONAL
M££T1NG
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CALEIDAR
TUE~g-{Y, SEPTEMBEij 25
TENNIS: Men vs. Vermont 3 p.m.
SPANISH FILM SERIES: ''Lucia", James 303, 4 p.m. $1.
/

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT CENTER OPEN HOUSE :
Opportunity to meet peers and discover what U ndcrwood House has
to offer. 17 Rosemary Lane, 4-6 p.m.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: Hartford Symphony Orchestra. Arthur
Winograd, music dicector. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m .
NEW CONNECTIONS: Channel 11, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
NEW-OLD CINEMA FILM: "Hiroshima
Murkland 110, 7 p .m .

Mon

Amour , "

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "VICTIMIZATION
AND ITS DISCONTENTS." Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, MUB,
12:30-2 p.m .
INTER DISCIPLINARY LECTURE: "Myths and Paradigms: The
Luteractions or H umanbLs am! Scic11Li~b," by Prnf. Curl D .
Hanson. Forum Room, Dimond Library, I p.m .
. M USO FILM: "Seven Beauties." Strafford Room, MU B. 7 & 9:30
p.m . $1.
ELLIOTT FESTIVAL: UNH Contemporary Music Ensemble.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. ·

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
GOLF: Men vs . Bowdoin , Merrimack and St. Anslem's .

GQAfTON QM MUB
4:00 PM

WED SEPT. 29th
!\II lho0c inlcrc0Lcd in parlicipalin6 in
Lhi0 ycar·c5 ffomccomin0 plcacSe attend

FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: "Preventive Approaches to the
Control of Cancer." A research scientist will discuss the disease
process on a premise for understanding cancer research. Berkshire
Room, New England Center, 8 p.m.
I he l\L'\\ llamp-.hirc ( l/ SPS 379-280) i:-. puhli:-.hcd and di:-.trihutcd '-L'llli\\cL·l--1,· tlnou1.d10ut the academic ,car. Our ollicc-. ;ire localL'd in Room 151
ol the" ML'llH;rial t :nion Building. lJl\11. Durham. i\ . 11 . 03824 . Bu-.inc:-.,
01 I ice lrnuts Monda, - I· rida,· 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic >car :-.uh"cription:
\20 .00 . ·1 hird cl;t'-'- p(~:-,tagc p;iid at Dur· ham. l\ II 03824. Atherti"cr" -.lwuld
L"llLTI-- their ad, the lir-.t da,·. ·1he l\L'\\ Hamp"hirc \\ill in no ca-.c he
rL''> P() ll',ihk tor tJ pograph ical.or other error-.. hut\\ ill reprint that _part olan
ad,crti'-L'mL·nt in \\ hieh ,l t) pographical error appear-.. ti not ti 1cd
immcdiatcl, . l'OS I MAS.I ER: -.end addn:-.s change:-. to '/Jw A£' 11 ·
//11111111/1/re: 151 M ll B. ll NH. Durham. l\ 11, 03824 . 11.000 rnpic-. pn i-.:-.ue
nrintL·d h, .lournal ·1 rihune . Biddl'lord Maine.

Run your own
compariy at 26.
We're looking for a few good
college students and graduates
who can fill the shoes of a Marine
Corps officer. That's a pretty tall
order.
Because it means . leading
oth~r M~rines. Being responsible for the·ir safety and welfare.
Being in charge.
That's something no civilian
job can offer you at 26. It's
something very few people can
ever measure up to.
ff you think you're cut from the
right mold, see your Marine
Corps Officer Selection Officer_
when he visits your campus or
call him, at the number listed
below, today.
The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be on campus at
the Memorial Union building 2,3, and 4 October from 10 AM
to 3 PM. See us there or call Collect 603-668-0830.
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NOTICES
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

HEALTH

MENS INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY
ROSTER DUE: Blank rosters available in Room
I 51, Field House. Rosters Due Monday , October
I. Games Begin Monday , October 8. Equipment
needed: Hockey sticks, shin guards, mouthpiece
and elbow pads. Equipment provided: Goal
tender's gear and helmets for those needing one.
For more information, call 862-2031. Rec Sports.

EATING DISOR.DER PEER SUPPORT
GROUP: Sponsored by Health Services. Peer
support group for those suffering from any
concerns and stresses related to their eating
pa tterns . Thursday evenings beginning Oct. 4,
Hood House library, 6:30 p.m . For more
information call 862-1531.

CO-REC BOWLING ROSTERS DUE: Games
played in MU B Games Room, begin Monday,
October 8. 2 men, and 2 women comprise a team.
please have subs. Rosters due Monday. October I
in Room I 51, Field House . Call 862-2031 , Rec
Sports, for more information .

WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM : Sponsored
by Health Services. Sensible guide to losing weight
utilizing Behavior Modification techniques. You
will not only gain control over your weight, but
many other aspects of your life as well. Mondays,
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 9 to 11 a.m .
from September 17 to December 17 and
Wednesdays, Senate Room , Memorial Union, 2 to
4 p.m . September 19 to December 19 .
BACK SCHOOL: Sponsored by Health Services.
Learn about the factors you can control to reduce
low back pain: Diet, Weight, Stress, Exercise and

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
KAFFEESTUNDE. Spun!:)Oft:U by Ge rman Club
Gruppe 80. Enjoy coffee and snacks while learning
conversational German . Tuesday, September 25 ,
Room 10, Murkland, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

, UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING :
Meetings open to any students interested in horses
and horse related activities. No horse experience is
necessary. New members welcome anytime.
Tuesday, September 25, Rom 214, Hamilton
Srriith, 6 p.m.
,UNH PRE-VET.CLUB MEETING: Sponsored
by Animal & Nutritional Science Department.
Organizational meeting and slide presentation.
Tuesday, September 25, Room 216, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHiP MEETING: Film 2 in Becky Pippea film
series, Out ofa Saltshaker. Wednesday, September
26, Coos Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 to 8 p.m.
FRENCH CLUB FILM: Les Comperes, French
film with English subtitles. Film shown at Market
Square Theatre in Portsmouth at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, September 26. Meet at Thompson
Hall Kari-Van · stop at 5:30 for Kari-Van to
Portsmouth. Take 9:30 Kari-Van home.
Admission $3.75, possible discount for French
Club members /
·
MINORITY AWARENESS COMMITTEE
MEETING: Come play new games. Thursday,
September 27, Coos / Cheshire Room, Memorial
Union, 6:30 p.m.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB MEETING:
Thursday, September 27, Room 439, Horton
Social Science Center, 7:30 p.m.

P cH;ture . Tu ei.:d~y through Frida), October 2 to

October 5, Conference Room, Health Studies, IO
to 11 a.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required . Call 862-3527 or
stop by room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USN H personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Clust,er unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING SOS: Course provides instruction in
creating and editing files using this DECIO lineoriented editor. Prerequisite: Beginning TOPS 10.
Thursday, September 27 from 2 to4 p.m. Fee is$3 .
MICRO SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES:
September seminar will focus on ZEN 1TH related
topics. This is to discuss new things, mention
problems demonstrate hardware/ software, etc. for
the Zenith ZI00, Zl50. and Z160 micros . (We no
longer have Zenith Interest Group meetings) . The
specific agenda won't be set until close to the
seminar date. Friday, September 28 from 2 to 4
p.m .

Underwater films
reveal ~-Paradise'
DURHAM-Stan
Waterman, internationallyknown for his underwater films
of sharks and whales, will
returm to the University of
New Hampshire on Saturday,
October 6. Waterman, who was
at the Durham campus in 1982 ,
will be showing and discussing
four new films as part of
Coastweek •g4_
The .. Evening with Stan
Waterman" will be held in the
Granite State Room of the
Memorial Union Building
starting at 8:00 p.m. The
program will also include
" Cold Water Paradise,·· a slide
presentation prepared by New
Hampshire photographer Fred
Bavendam.
Stan Waterman has been
making documentary films
about the world under the sea
for over twenty-five years and
has done several films with
.. Jaws" author Peter Benchlev,
including the Emmy-awardwinning .. Sea of Cortez."
The Waterman films to be
·- shown at UN H will include
.. Leviathan," a return to the
Sea of Cortez with Benchley
and ·shark Lady' Dr. Eugenie
Clark, a noted marine scientist
who is filmed riding a rare, 35foot whale shark. Benchley and :
his family are also featured in
.. Off the Wall," a look at dive
sites on Grand Cayman,complete · with · S ipwrecks,

GENERAL

giant sponges, and moray eels.
The two other films will be
.. The Last of the Right
Whales ," a trip to the remote
South Atlantic coast of
Argentina where the 65-ton
right whales come to mate and
calve each year~ and .. A
People 's Trust," a survey of the
Bahamas National Trust, from
the largest flamingo colony in
the hemisphere· to the longest
network of fresh water caverns
in the world. The Bahamas film
wil also explore the underwater
wreck of a drug-running plane
that has turned into an artificial
red.
!vhst of Waterman's projects
are fih1~ed at warm-water sites.
In contrast, Bavendam's .. Cold
Water Paradise" will show
dramatic slides of huge sea
anemones, six to eight foot
octopus, and other Pacific
coast marine life photographed
off British Columbia.
Bavendam's photos of
manatees are currently
featured in the cover story of
the September 1984 issue of

National Geoxraphic.

Proceeds from the evening
will benefit the UN H / New
England Hyperbaric Center.
The pressurized decompression
chamber at the Center is the
only one available in northern
New England and is used to
treat diving accident victims
from Cape Cod to Canada.

NH Printworks

STUDENTS FOR D'AMOURS FOR SENATE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Everyone
welcome. Wednesday, September 26, Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p .m .

DURHAM NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP MEETING: Join us in
worshipping Jesus Christ as Lord. Wednesday,
September 26, Room 3 IO, McConnell, 7:30 p.m .

NICHE COFFEEHOUSE MEETING: Weekly
meetings held to operate the coffeehouse. More
staff needed for Saturday nights . All are welcome .
Leadership positions are needed. Thursday,
September 27, Room 7L. Devine, I p.m .

UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Sponsored
by Department of Recreational Sports. Training
times in New HampshiTe Hall: Monday, Tuesday ,
Wednesday, Thursday, 3:30 to 5 p.m.: Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday, 9 to 10:30 p.m.; Tuesday,
and Thursday, 6 to 7:30 a.m. Call 862-2031, Rec
Sports, for more information.

PREMEDICAL / PREDENTAL INFORMATIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by
Premedical Advisory Committee. This meeting
will address concerns of Premedical. predental and
other health related students. All interested
welcome. Wednesday, September 26, Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m.

Hats, tot~:s , qolf stmts, swl~atshrrt
Bu~;11wssl:s. clubs, oryanin1tions
M,iny stylu s avarlable
l'Jo o rd Pr too small
Long sleeve T-shirts
with sleeve printing

431-8319

·,

31 31 Layfayette Road
Port smouth, NH 03824

Young's Restaurant

FITNESS
for the price of

one hamburcier
We know how important fitness is
to you, and we therefore have made it
both fun and affordable. For less than
the price of one hamburger per day,
you can participate in any number of
fun an<l affordable fitness activities. On
top of that, you will be a member of
one of the area's finest clubs.

Consider it:
Aerobics
□ Fitness Classes
□ Nautilus
□ Swimming
□ Racquetball
□ And much more!
All for less than
the price of one
hamburger a day!
□

Call today!

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

$99

That's all it takes
for you to be a
member until
December 31
''' Bus routes available
First time joiners only

48 Main St.
Durham, N.H.
868-2688

llrt't1l.-fw,t ,...; /Jt't·it1l
3 Blueb{:rry Pancakes served
with syrup ctnd butter c: tncl coff eE-:.

$1 70

/.,1111dlt'oll ,...; /H't'it1/

Cr cibm ec1 t rn E-dt se rv ed o n c1
Thorn ,1s' Enql1 s h muffin
with tomato e s anc! clll!E ! Se $2 10

Hot Roast Be e f Sc1nclw1cl1 w,tli c:1 c ho1ce
of maslwcl potatos, fren c ll lri P. s or s alc1d

$2 50
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--------RALLY--------<continued from page 2)
he .will be the first openly gay
Congressman to be elected to
the house in the nation's
history.
Music was played between
speakers that represented a
portion of America's
minorities .
Reggae was supplied by the
I-Tones and Huellas.

A group of Puerto Rican
musicians played rhythmic folk
songs from their homeland.

tables with free Soviet
literature alongside books on
how to start a revolution. One
man carried a large sign,
topped with a small American
flag that read in large letters
THE SACRED COW IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS IS
THE RED ZIONIST JEW.
WAKE UP AMERICA. It was
sponsored by the Polish
Freedom Fighters. He was
booed and heckled by the
crowd and after a struggle to
have him removed, the police
· finally carried the man out.

Tony Nevin, a UNH
psychology professor and a
driving force behind the
student and faculty run
Coalition For Disarmament
and Peace, felt the rally's aim
to raise people 's awareness of
the need to disarm was met.

.. I think it's a cause that
affects everyone now," said a
student member of the
Coalition on the trip
home.

STICK PRACTICE

Other rr, usicians included
Fred Small and th-e New
England Gospel Ensemble.

SEPTEMBER 25 TO SEPTEMBER 28
CAT'S CLOSET AT THE MlJB

MON-FR/

EVfirv d,1v 1c; c1 c;;ilp dayl
Watch tile M1:-:mrnack Room for
Sµec,al salt:S on Fridays

11:30 am-1:00 pm

---------------------$2.50

Anarchy was in the air. AntiReagan posters and t-shirts
were everywhere, there were

PUBLIC SKATING

-SUNUNU-

MON-THtJR-10:00-11 :30 am
FRl-1 :00-2:30 pm
SUN-2:00-3:30 pm

--~----------------SIGN-UP NOW!

( continued from page 3)

is to continually learn
something new," he said.
According to Schwab, the
goal of the SEARCH program
is to develop a stqdcnt who can
think. "If you can think
critically, you'll be a better
college student."

Hm·1:-1 you tried our coffee & pastri1:-is 1

JUNIOR 'B' TRYOUTS

GAMES ROOM AT THE MlJB
Nine Ball Tournament. Sunday, Sf:µ11:-:mber 30 ,11 2 pm
$2 entry fee p,ud ,11 sign up
Trophies awarded
Singlt:s Bowling TuurnanHint, Monday, October 1 at
7 15 pm
Cost $2 50 at sign up
(3 strings of bowling and shmis)

(19 OR YOUNGER AS OF AUG. 31st)
Don't forgt-:t NIGHT BOWLING ew:ry Thursday
7 10 30 p .rn

DOVER ICE ARENA
110 PORTLAND A VE
DOVER-742-5463

For morf-: delillls and s,gn ups. come v,s,t us c1nyt111w1

MlJB CAFETERIA
Exams this week 1 Tests µrove students who eat
breakfast scorn s1gnd1cantly bf-:ttE:r THINK about
our Breakfast Sp1:-:cials Try them- -a different one
every dayl
· Monday

-2 scrambled 1:-:~HJS, home fries. toast

·Tuesday

-Pancakf-:S. s,1usage, maple syrup

· Wedmisday

-Cheese 0111t-:let, toast

·T1,ursday

-Frnncll l(Ji!Sl. bacon. maple syrup

· F, ,day

2 fr1mf eggs . home fries
· Colff:e and Juice 1nc:ludt:d in 1:-:ach
Special l1st1:-:d ,1bovfi
ALL FOR ONLY $1 75

Ml 18 NIGHT GRILL
Night clc1ssfis7 Nl1:-:l!lings 1 Lc1IJs l We ' ll cook
fo r yuu ton,ght

Ow:n 1Vloncl,1y ll 1urscl ;1y 11 0 111330- 730 pm

. .or, "How to make a smooth transition from backpack to briefcase."
You'll never lose touch with the outside world when you read U.S.News.
Get straight to the heart of the news that matters with late-breaking updates from around the world ... expert analyses on politics, business and
the economy ... forward-looking reports on trends that are shaping
America's job market, the way we live, your future.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the
coupon below.

-------------------------------------------------Money-saving

CHOOSE THE
BEST
ANSWER
FOR
YOUI

PISTACHIO'S
· Al l ll<Juqll it 's l11~Jht:r 111 lc1t tilc1n yogurt. ice
u c, 1111 11 ,,s no 11Hirf-: s ug,1r In ·fc1ct. 11 llas 11:-:ss

'., ll\J i lr tl,c1n SWl:t:kllt :cl yoqu, ts .,
P1st,1cl11o ·s 1,ours
Mond,1y Fr1d,1y , 11 il m 11 p 111
· Sc1tu1dc1y Sunduy, ,won - 11 µ m

Student Coupon
D YES, send me 25 weeks of

U.S.News & World Report for only
$9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price. □ Payment enclosed □ Bill me
Name ________________________________
School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,,
City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
2400 N St., N.W. Room 416
Washington, D.C. 20037
Listen for the News Blimp on WUNH Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report.
L--••••-••-•••••••••••••••••••••-~---•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-~

A Grill Sancfw,clw s
Ii S,tl c1 cl s
c Cllll:lu:n cl1nner
cf . Tia: MUB PUB Burger "
t: "" Tlw Hot Dog Spec1c1I "

Ml lB Pl lB
Tllu1 scl;1 y , S1 :pt1:111lwr 2 7

Now Sound Express

Fr1d, 1y , Sq i t1·rnlw 1 28

R1c li ,1rcl Pryor ·· L1vP. 1n Concert "'

S;i turcl ,1y , St ·plt :llllH :r 2 9

Billi & Pivot

Suncl,1y . S1 ·plt?1111ln 30
Motown N1gl1t From M1clic1el
J itck ~, un to tlH ? Te mpt,1t1ons we play 11 c.111 1
D001 s opt ?ll ill 8 p 111
UNH ID ,,nd pos1t1Vt! ID , t?qu1rt?d 1
You 111ust lit • 18 yt:ilrs or ol<h?r to h~! adm1t1t?d
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Attention
LS&A and TSAS men
Come and see

The New AGR
New Image
New Direction
New Purpose
New Pledging Program

Come Over and Check it out
You owe it to yourself

*Refreshments served*

A
9/25

r

p

8:00 pm

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
u STRAFFORD AVE.

i

INTRAMURAL ROSTERS DUE FOR:

I

I

&

CO-REC

BOUJLINGJ
2 .ll "'' &· 2 ff

( I11y

,·0111

011w11 Com pmw /';:fld1 '/',•fl 111

l,i 11t1/ im,." of 1111tf,•r/..!.Tfld llfllt•.~)
llfln• .',11/,.~1i1111,•."!

.•

See your dorm or fraternity
sports manager.
Commuters: drop by the Commuter Center in the MU B.

I
iI
~~-w~---~,2~~~~::=-:.,: .y_:,: : :~: :,_,·•~"*---~~-J
OR

Contact the Department of Recreation Sports, Field House
Room 151, 862-2031

Monday, October I st at the sports manager's arieeting in the MU B'S Senate-Merrimack Room, or any
time by october 1st in Room 151 of the Field House.

t_w,-~~-~~.

k,'V

b

,

I
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--------FACULTY-------<continued from page 1)

who presented the draft to the
caucus.
.. Its mostly common sense
now," Owens said.
The idea for a consulting
policy came from University
System of New Hampshire
( USN H) auditors, according to
Owens.
.. It's a need to protect the
interests of everyone," Owens
said.
The five page draft set
guidelines for the balance of
outside consulting, its
appropriatene~~ aml pu~~iblc
instances of conflict of interest.
The policy also stated a
faculty member must report
any consulting agreement to his
department chairman and dean
before performing any work.

The draft stated faculty
members could not use USNH
facilities, supplies, equipment,
services, or stationery for
consulting wttnout first
obtaining approval of their
department chairperson.

The draft also stated faculty
members may not profit from
textbook royalities they earn
from books sold in their class.
The policy would also prevent
faculty members from
choosing suppliers for their
courses if they would benefit
from the choi.ce.
Many of the faculty
members objected to the draft,
arguing the language was vague
and paternalistic.
The draft did not state
specifically what level of
outside consulting faculty
members would have to report.

The proposed policy also
stated a faculty member could
not teach at other Universities
.. This has to be tightened
during the academic year.
· up," James Horrigan,
chairman of the caucus, said
.. We have lost the freedom of
the individual to do what we
want to do in our own time,"
Homer Betchell, professor of
math said.

The draft did not establish
any method for enforcing
consulting guidelines, relying
on .. the ethics of the faculty
members," according to
Owens.

BOOKBAGS-DAYPACKS

The Center for Industrial
Institutional Development,
which allowed UN H professors
to consult with private
corporations, was closed by
UNH President Evelyn
Handler three years ago."

•19 ,;1udels tu chou., e
.fi'u,·11
e(,r<'lll

.. There were allegations· of
conflict of interest," Owens
said.

cu/or wlcctio11

• f .i/£'/ illll'

The negative reaction to the
proposed policy was expected
according to Owens.

\\'ll/'J"{[lll_\'

• ; III JJrice ranges

"Anytime there are
guidelines set down there is a
feeling that someone's motives
may be suspect," he said.
The caucus sent the
proposed guidelines back to
their Professional Standards
Committee which will review
them and present their report at
the caucus' October meeting.

DERNESS
TRAILS
Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

If the guidelines are
approved by the caucus and
eventually the USNH Board of
Trustees, they would be put
into the USNH policy manual,
Owens said.

( 603) 868-5584

llour?--: ,1011.-Thur~. CJ.;;::u,

Fri. CJ.CJ. Sal. CJ.;;

How to procrastinate tastefully.

--......,~-------,

Owens said however, the
Although there have been a
policy was meant to encourage
consulting and outside number of conflict of interest
activities .. as long as the ·person cases natioJ1wide, UNH has
is fulfilling their University only had one such problem,
according to Owens.
obligations."

MAKE $12.200 FOR
COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
Want a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus life?
Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple of summers during college, and you can earn over $12,200 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units. Another
$6,000 for four years of monthly weekends and two-week summer stints. Plus
over $2,200 that you'll earn during two summer training periods. And
you may qualify for the College Loan Repayment Program. All while you're
getting the most out of college. And doing the most you can part-time for
your country.
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you're
17 or older and a junior or senior in high school, join us now! There's no better
part-time job in town.
Interested? For more information, call or stop by.

Pour yourself c1 cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocol,1ky, with ,1 _hint of ~11in~, it's c1
delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it's just otll' ot SL'\'en 111sp1red flavors
from Cenerzil Foods
N!4£fiailW!fi;+£&aM -s;SWPMIW@;tAf.M MS . •ii-Mri!k J@:■·-,uu1mMi
\l"h.1 ,,,,,,
\1.,,,: 1,;,
/ ,,/1 'l0 1111,1
(\l(FU\N( ,\r.,
eaw'uccino
O,J1Js/1Cr"e!W
lnternzitionzil Coffees.
L
Jt · _ J~~~l _ _1k
dl - _· · · -.It. -- - · .l
CUl \\l\l{fno

l11J.

""'l•II~-.,

CLNLRAL FOODS l;'-;TLR, 1 /\TIONAL COFFEES.
,\S t\1UCI I 1\ ITFl.l!\!C 1\S A FLAVOR.

5 Locust Street
DOVER -

749-0!...~, l

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.

Available at:

University Bookstore

GENERAL FOOOS

, 1984 Genera l Foods Corporation

'
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THE ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR
PROGRAM. UP TO $1,000

AYEAR

PLUS ACOMISSION.
2 I./. II a III i/1011 .~· mith

get involr,~d:
It

you

pa\\cd

up

J\r111y

RO'I C during your lir\t
yL·ar\ ol

l\\O

colkgc. you can

t.:nroll in our 2-ycar program
hl'lorc you \tart your la\l
(\\0.

Your training \\ill \tart
1hc ~11111111cr ;1ltcr 1our
\opho111orc yL·ar at a \i.X \\L'l'K

ROI C

J\rmy

Ka\ic

Camp.

(_

11·11 pay oil. too. You·II
cam mer S(100 !or attrnding
Ba\ic

Camp

and

-NuUonul florc,)C c~hc ,w-NY(,
-t'all 'J'rninin5 ( '/wmp1on;-;h1p,')UNII
-lnl.crcollc5ial.c lfc,rJ)c,~how !JNI/
-OrcJ-;c,')U8C C'/iniC,')
·-c~lcil:!,h ric/c,)
-! lay 1-Jiclc

up . to

$1.0(Hl a year !or your la\t
t\\o year\ ol college.
But.

nwrL·

important.

you·11 he on your way to
earning
to

a

d a y •\

commi\\ion
J\ r 111

in

y - \\ h i c h

include\ thL· J\rmy Rc\LT\L'
and J\rmy l\ational (iuard\\ hilc

y ou'rc

L'arning

a.

college dcgrcL·.
ARMY RUIC

Bl /\II YOl l CAI\ Bl.

Contact Captain
Kevin Campbell
603-862-1078
Zais f:lall-UN H

TELEPHONE TAPE LINE
a service provided by

Counseling & Te·s ting Center
and

Cool-Aid, Inc.

TAPES AVAILABLE
862-3554

Anxiety and Possible Ways 10
Cope with it .......... 30

Depression as a Life Style ..... 433

How to Deal with Depression .. 432

Becoming lndeJ)endent from
Parents .............. 478

Early Signs of 'an Alcohol
Problem .............. 160

How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32

862-2293
··som('Ofl(' to talk to ..

A Pri\'alt· Anonpnou~ Ht·~our<·e
Self "ssertiveness ...... 402
Standing Up for Yourself .. 10

How to Handle Fears ........... 33

Things to Consider in looking
for a Mate ................ 71

Building Self-Esteem and·
Confidence ........... 35

Expressing· Negative Thoughts
and Feelings .............. 6

:Infatuation or Love .......... 70

Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Coping with Stress .... 38

Female Homosexuality ....... 20

Male Hom_osexuality ............. 21

Types of lntimacy ........... 3 ·

Dating Skills ......... 18

Female Sex Roles .......... 39

·Male Sex Roles ................ 40

Understanding Jealousy and How
to Deal with it ............. 9

Dealing with Anger ..... 8

Fighting Constructively ..... 5

Relaxation Exercises ........... 37

Dealing with an AlcOh!)liC
Parent. ............... 479

Friendship Building ......... 1

Responding to Suicidal Feelings
of Others .................... 492

Death and Dying ... :.... 84
Dealing with Constructive
Criticism .............. 7

i:------

The Value and Use of Self-Talk .. 36

Helping a Friend ........... 90
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship .......... 83

What is Counseling and how to
Use it... .................. 61
What is Depression ........ 431

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:0Q:..12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select the
tape you wish to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
don't hang up when the tape is over, and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line.
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-CAMPAIGN<continued from page 4)

voting on the USN H budget
next year. He sees the budget
more as his constituents from
Nashua do, than as a student,
he said.
• "In any organization it's wise
to be frugal, to know where the
money's going," Hogan said.
Following typical UN H
fashion, Hogan wore an oxford
shirt with sleeves rolled, and
carried a back pack. He was
ruddy-cheeked, with an easy
smile. The political science
major lives in an apartment on
Woodman Road in Durham.
Hogan

was

repres:ent~tive

to

a
the

PAGE ELEVEN

Bill Smith,
Happy Belated Birthday,
from,
all your friends around the world!
That's right Bill,
we both got together
to send you this extremely
personalized message.
Enjoy it you didn't get anything
Enjoy it,
you didn't get anything else.
Best Always, Jim and Jim

state
Nt"W

Hampshire Constitutional
Convention last February,
where he served on the obsolete
provisi-ons committ~e. On the
committee, he voted in favor of
making the language of the
Constitution "more gender
neutral," he said.

THE

"I agreed with it in
principle," Hogan said.
"Equality is a must." Hogan
adds there was pressure from
feminist groups, and a "liberal
media," for the language
revision .
"When you're a freshman in
politics, you get treated like a
freshman," Hogan said ,
explaining why he "ended up in
ba_ckwater committees."
Occasionally, Hogan finds
his age to be a handicap, for
example, when "this guy on the
R e p u b l i _c a n -e o m m i t t e e
naturally assumed I'd be on the
bottom of the ticket, I'd beaten
a guy who was once Speaker of
the (New Hampshire) House,"
Hogan said.
'"Well, who gets the most
votes?' this guy said. 'Buddy, I
get the most votes. I go out and
work for them."'
"A lot of the time, issues
aren't a big deal," Hogan said,
referring to his door-to-door
campaign. "Party isn't a big
deal. You go door-to-door and
people remember you."
Hogan admits that having a
well-known family name hasn't
hurt. "It's easy to say, 'work
hard', but when 20 percent of
the people in town know your
name ... "

.C
ONNECTION
ON CONCORD TRAILWAYS
iLIP & SAVE----------,
LOW, LOW FARES
Getting to Logan Airport shouldn 't cost as much
as your flight. The round trip fare to Logan is
just $18 from Durham, $20 from Dover, and $21
from Rochester. One way fares are just $12, $·13
and $14. Only on Concord Trailways.

FAST COMFORTABLE SERVICE
Stretch out and relax on our big, comfortable
climate-controlled coaches, complete with restrooms. Logan Airport is just 1 hour 40 minutes
from Durham, less than 2 hours from Dover.

NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
You never need reservations on Concord Trailways.

Hogan has not been involved
in UNH student politics
because, after · transfcring
from Keene State College he
found, "it's harder here. I had
to buckle down and do some
work," he said. "By the time the
semester was over, it was time
for the convention."
Hogan served this summer
on the New Hampshire State
Executive Council, as an
intern, filling a position
originally slated for John
Davis, before he assumed his
responsibilities as Student
Body President.
Hogan realizes that in -order
to have a career in politics you
"must have some money. You
don't make money campaigning. Each time I get out to make
money, though, I will go back,
as long as peop,e vote for me."
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SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE SEPT. 5, 1984
CONCORD TRAILWAYS TO LOGAN
READ DOWN

CONCORD TRAILWAYS FROM LOGAN
When leaving Logan Airport, look for the bus marked ROCHESTER
READ DOWN
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For more inf~rmation, call Concord Trailways
From N.H.: 800-852-3317
From Massachusetts: 800-258-3722
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Editorial
UNH's future with the ~pledge'
Remember the Preppy Handbook and its
author Lisa Birnbach? Well she's back with a
new book called Lisa Birnbach s College Book.
This book could have a profound effect on the
way prospective students view our University.
Ms. Birnbach's book was highly critical of
UNH and rightly so. First of all she points out
that New Hampshire is 52nd in state funding to
its University. The number 52 comes into the
picture because Puerto Rico and Guam give
more to the state schools there than does New
Hampshire. The release of this book in the faU
aligns well with the trustees budget request for
the upcomi.ng biennium. The request was the
same as that made for the last biennium for the
entire university system. UN H is looking for
$56 million over a two year period from that
budget. $23 million a year breaks down to
approximately 25 percent of the University's

open to it. An income tax is probably the most
effective solution to the state's economic
situation. Many people argue that an income
tax is unnecessary. Such an argument is fiscally
irresponsible. Liquor sales are on the decline
nationally, thus a significant source of income
could be reduced. With liquor sales down and
more attractive lotteries springing up in states
all around New Hampshire, is it wise planning
to depend so heavily on these two resources?
It can be argued that New Hampshire has a
balanced budget, but at what expense is this
balance held? This University is currently one
of the most attractive state schools in the North
East. Is it worth losing because back in 1974 a
man like William Loeb made it virtually
mandatory for any gubernaforial candidate
who wanted to make it past the primary to take
the 'pledge'?

budget.
This low grade on funding is a maJor
problem for the University in many areas.
Primarily because tuition is so high already
that many students cannot afford to go to
school here. The tuition rate is already the
highest in-state rate in the nation. A new
· program to recruit out of state students is
underway. l his has both positive and negative
aspects to it. If the number of out of state
students continues to rise in order to bring in
the high tuition they pay then the spaces at the
University for New Hampshire residents will
continue to decline.
Not having taxes is a wonderful idea.
Having a state supported primarily by "sin"
taxes would be great if it was responsible. It is
not.
New Hampshire has a number of options

Letters
Course
change

!"here 1s this con:-.lilation:
Anthropology 412 will be given
next semester on a TTh schedule
11:00-12:30. I hope that we see
many of you there.
Peter Dodge. Chairperson
Department of Sociology
and Anthropology

To the Editor:
May I express the lively regret of
the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology for the frustration
of some thirty students who were
misled by a clerical error in the
time-room listing for Anthropology 412? We regret this mistake
firstly out of sympathy for the
sense of disappointment and
To the Editor:
futilitv that must have been
_ I am w~iting in response to the
experienced by students who in
Friday, September 21 article
good faith had designed their · entitled: "Fraternity serves nonschedules around what turned out
alcoholic beer at rush."
to be false information. Secondly,
First of all, I must congratulate
I can assure you that the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity for
Department docs not wish to miss their innovative step toward nonthe opportunity to serve the eager alcoholic rush. They not only seem ·
students in question. It might be to be promoting the University
added. thirdly, that the letter by
proposed altern.ative beverage
Shelley Wells was the first I have plan, but also seem to be easing the
heard of the matter.
pressure of alcohol consumption
in prospective rushees . Once again,
At · present this department
congrats TK E.
receives the time-room schedule_at
Secondly, I would like to
the same time that it is generally
address Karen Levasseur, the
distributed, and hence even if we
author of the article. The caption
discover an error we have no
under the picture pertaining to the
chance to correct it . If departments
article was true ( Chris DeStefano,
were to proofread the copy for the
Asst. Social Chairman (I) and
schedule, probably another week
President Michael Rainboth live it
would be added to the already
up at TK E's Non-Alcoholic beer
cumbersome process by which this
rush. This was the first such rush
complicated document is
held at UNH .) Granted TKE had
assembled. and it is doubted that
the first rush with non-alcoholic
departmental proof-reading would
beer. But I'm sure readers would
· be more accurate than that of the
like to know that other fraternities
Registrar's office. Thus I am not
on campus have had alternative
sure how the present 99 .99o/r
beverages at rush and even a
accuracy can be effecti ve ly
couple have had non-alcoholic or
improved.
dry rushes. Surel y this t) pc of
At the same time I do not regard
information could be con\eyed to
such mistakes as occur as
7he Ne1r fla111pshirf! reader so
inconsequential, and agree that
the y can get the " whole story" and
steps sh o uld ha ve been taken to
hopefull y rt.Jute some or-the false
in for m the affected student s of the
information regarding "drunken
erro r. It is difficult t o kno w ho w to
rush parties." I'm sure you r readers
a cc o mp lish this o ther than
and the entire greek syst e m would
throu g h public a nn o un ce ment.
be thankful.
abo ve a ll since the id e ntity o f those
.I. Craig Dickens
excluded and their ad·d-resses are
hard to establi s h.

Keep the folks
at
home informed!

Rush
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University Forum
· Politics and the News Media
With the November elections looming, there has,
of course, been increased coverage of politics by the
news media. Hardly a day passes where we don't
hear something about one political campaign or
another. You can't help but not to notice.
It is during these times, when the public is
considering their votes, that the news media must
be extra cautious not to unduly interfere with the
political process. Rather they should work to
enhance politics, primarily through the use of indepth coverage of contemporary issues.
Newspapers and - television news broadcasts
have tremendous influence and must largely
regulate themse lves in presenting the news. Most of

calling election results too early.
A more subtle practice that the news media have
been conducting is the wide-spread use of polls and
surveys. Polls, when properly and moderately used,
can be a meaningful statistical indicator of public
opinion. However, polls can become a dangerous
tool when they are excessively and carelessly used.
Recently the news media have been using polls in
an unprecedented manner. In this year ot the
Presidential election it is commonly believed that
incumbent Ronald Reagan has a huge lead over
Walter Mondale- a lead that is substantiated only
by polls. It is polls that have made Walter Mondale
a long-shot candidate.

this self-regulation is excellent. Recently, however.
it appears that the news media are beginning to
abuse their powers in the coverage of political
campaigns. This abuse has taken on three
distinctive forms - the broadcasting of election
results before voting ends ( early calls), the prevalent
use of polls and surveys, and a lack of substance.
By tar, the practice that has ignited the most
concern is the "calling" of an election before the
voting is finished. As exemplified by past
presidential elections, the net works have become
involved in a race to see who can predict the election

Now that polls have become a regular tool of the
news media it appears that they are being presented
in a more casual manner. Some news organizations
have even begun to occassionally delete the
important statistical background information in
presenting poll results. For example, in a Boston
Globe article on September IO concerning poll
results, the article mentions a Harris survey, yet
there was no information concerning the size of the
poll nor the manner in which it was conducted.
· Though this may sound trivial to some, it is
important if The Boston Globe article becomes

results earliest. This resulted in some elections in
which the "winner" was announced early enough
(before the polls closed) to affect the election. After
all , who's goin!;; to go out and vote for someone
when the "winner" has already been announced'!
The ·practice of early calls of elections has been
met with strong and vocal opposition from
television critics and politicians alike. In the last
session of Congress. debate over the issue was held
i..tnd the news media were asked to restrain· from

representative of survey articles. It may lead to the
absence of statistical information altogether. So
what? Well, even now people take these articles for
fact. With the deletion of background information
they will not consider that the articles were just the
opinion of approximately 1,000 people. The sloppy
use of polls could very well affect the way America
votes.
Another concern of the coverage of political
campaigns is its substance- or rather, the lack of it.

By Brian C ourturier
It appears that what counts on television is not
substance. It's image. Gary Hart realized this when
his commercials appeared innovative and modern
in calling for a "New generation" of leadership. Part
of Mondale's problem has been his negative image
on TV, not his position on the issues.
While television coverage of the presidential
campaign has focused on church-state relations and
the typical 1 ht:tu1 i~ of the candidate::,, there Im::, been

considerable lack of in-depth coverage of the issues.
Instead of focusing on images of the candidates on
the campaign trail (buttons, banners and balloons)
the television industry should focus on substantial
issues. There has been little discussion about $2
b\11\on cut fr?m ~he fo<?d ~tamp program, the $1
billion reduction m med1ca1d, nor the $1 billion cut
in nutritional f)'rograms for children. Where has
bee_n. the in-depth coverage of the Arms race, the
def1c1t that has tripled to $174 billion in recent years
and the 8.5 million unemployed?
~r. c_ourse, television is not totally responsible.
Polit1c1ans should be discussing these issues.
~owev~r, television has not provided the in-depth
d1s~~s~1ons of these topics that could provoke
poht1c1ans to earnestly debate the issues.
The news media, in conclusion, have a lot to offer
the political process of this nation. However, they
must rectify the abuses and prevalence of polls and
early ca_lls, and _in their J?lace offer in-depth,
substantive reporting of the issues.

Brian Couturier is the former Forum editor.

The Power of the Almighty Dollar
Since the beginning of this presidential campaign
Walter Mondale had been trying to convince voters
that Ronald Reagan's policies are unfair to many
Americans. According to Mondale, the current
administration has turned its back on the poor in
order to make those who already have money even
wealthier. The democratic contender asserts that
any economic recovery that we have been
experiencing has been at the expense of the needy as
numerous vital programs have been cut in order to
reduce government spending.
The question of fairness is one which has been
used in numerous past campaigns. Throughout this
century, candidates have tried to convince the
voters that incumbants have been unfair to the
majority while accomodating a privileged minority.
This was demonstrated when the Boston Sundav
Globe printed the following speech:
·

"(/ am) pretty concerned about the national
election next month and more than a little
impatient with those promises the Republicans
made before they got control of Congress ...
"The Republican promises sounded prelly
good... but what has happened since then?
. "Profits of corporations ... have gone up four
times as much as wages .. .prices have climbed to the
highest level in history ... Social Security benefits
have been snatched away from almost a million
workers, fair employment practices which had
worked so well during wartime have been
abandoned... tax reduction bills have been passed to
benefit the higher-income brackets alone, in the
false name of economy, millions of children have
been deprived of milk once provided through the
federal school lunch program ...
"This was the payoff of the Republicans'

By Bill Smith

promise. And this is.why we must have new faces in
the Congress of the United States-Democratic
faces!"

education. Because of these memories it was easy to
see the virtues of the social programs that had
begun during Roosevelt's New Deal.

This could easily pass for one of Walter
Mondale's or Tip O'Neil's speeches. The speech
wasn't, however, given by Mondale, O'Neil, or even
Hubert Hum prey. Believe it or not, this speech was
given in 1948 by Ronald Reagan who, then a
Democrat, was helping to get Hubert Humphrey
elected to the Senate.
It's somewhat ironic that Ronald Reagan is now
accused of doing some of the very same things that
he was complaining about in 1948. For instance,
whereas Reagan complained that big business was
getting richer and richer while labor was "being
handcuffed," we now are seeing a situation where
corporations are recording record profits while
labor unions are losing much of their influence. As
a result, blue collar laborors, including many auto
and steel workers, are finding that they often are
not guaranteed enough money in wages to support
their families. Reagan's complaints about cuts in

Of course, a lot of time has passed since 1948.
Memories have faded and feeling have changed.
More importantly, though, Ronald Reagan has
become a very wealthy man. No longer does he have
to worry about simple matters of finace, such as
where the next meal will come from or how an
education will be paid for. Ronald Reagan is not
~ne o~ the sixteen percent of our population which
h"'.es i_n poverty.
Instead, he belongs to that
mmonty of our population which is very wealthy.
He and his friends no longer worry about where the
money will come from. Instead they are concerned
with finding tax loop-holes so that they don't have
to support the obviously very lazy few who don't
have enough ambition to make it on their own. This
line of thinking is best summed up by one of
Reagan's closest friends and political cronies, Ed
Meese. According to Meese there are not any poor
- people in America. The people who go to soup
kitchens are just too lazy to go out and work.

Social Security also sound somewhat familiar as do
his charges that Republican tax cuts help only the
rich. Finally, who can forget the Reagan
Administration's attempt to have ketchup
considered a vegetable.
It's not hard to imagine the reasons for Reagan's
liberal l_eanings of 1948. The memory of the great
depression of the l 930's was still fresh enough so
that everyone remembered the feeling of not
knowing where his or her next meal was going to
come from, or whether or not there would be steady
work from one day to another. And Mr. Reagan
certainly wasn't too old to remember that he had
relied on government funds to obtain his college

America has changed a lot since 1948 but one
thing hasn't: There are still millions of A'mericans
who live in poverty and can't make it without some
help. One thing that has changed is Ronald
Reagan's perceptions of reality. It's amazing how
easily money can change a person's values.

Bill Smith is the co-editor of the Forum.
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MUSO presents ...
Thursday, Sept. 27th
SEVEN BEAUTIES
In the MUB
Shows at 7 & 9:30

Students-$1.00
Public-$2.00
. Director-writer Wertmuller's
masterpiece follows a small time
Casanova through the horrors
of WW2 battle and imprisonment
in a concentration camp where
he learns to survive, at any cost.

-SOUND
EXPRESS
Also ..
In the MUB PUB
only $1.00

Friday, Sept. 28th

MO-VIE NIGHT IN THE .PUB
Richard Pryor
"Live in Concert"
Students-$1.50 Public-$2.50

BALL &PIVOT
-Great Boston-based entertainment
With former members of The Atlantics!
S tudents-$3 .00 Public-$5 .00
In-the MUB PUB!
Sunday, Sept. 30th

MOTOWN NITE IN THE MUB PUB_ o\'\
Get down to all your great tunes! 0,ti\sst':,~~

----- ---

--- ---

---

~ o\'\\~

--------- -------

Doors for all PUB even~s open at 8
UNH ID/ proof of age required
No one under 18 will be admitted
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Arts & Features
Stone Church dances to Boston's Del Fuegos
Del Fuegos
By Maureen O'Neil

Still Missing
By Maureen O'Neil
Still Missing opened for the
Boston band Del Fuegos
Saturday night adding a touch
of punk to the usually laid-back
Stone Church in Newmarket.
This local band plays only
original music; mostly newwave and rock 'n roll. As a
result, they've played for free
for the last nine months.
"Playing all your own music
and no one else's makes it hard
to make money," bass player
Todd Erickson said.
Saturday night they finally
made a profit since the Stone
Church was packed. Also , the
band's popularity is gaining,
according to Portsmouth
resident Erickson.
"Executive" was a popular
song in the one hour, 15 minute
set. Written by ex-keyboardist
Slaid Cleaves, it talks about
"facing the working class crap
of climbing the corporate
Local band Still Missing opened for the Del Fuegos Saturday night at the Stone Church.
ladder," Erickson said.
Although the group has no the band kept a strong,
album, they submit tapes to a danceable beat. They defined it
number of college stations. during "Lost and Found" by
"Executive" has been on clapping their hands.
WUNH's most requested list.
During one tune, West was
Recently, 20-year-old
up on a front row table banging
Cleaves left the band for Tufts out the rhythm on his guitar to
University. To fill the gap, I9- the cheers of the audience.
year-old guitarist Melodie
The various colors in the
Madison was hired.
light show highlighted the
A band member for the last players' punk hair styles (by
month, Madison has already · '"21~" in Portsmouth) and wild
written "Man in Black". It was earnngs.
well received by the dancing
West and Erickson formed
crowd whose enthusiasm the band last November with
matched the band's energy.
Nils joining in January. They
Mad)son's vocals got work out of a Boston agency.
stronger as the show
Erickson is a self-taught bass
progressed. Near the end with player with early influences
"It's No Fun" she was more from the bands U2, the Clash,
comfortable at belting out the and The Who. West has a Jazz
lyrics.
background but agrees with
Along with Nils Merrick on
drums and Jerry West on guitar STILL MISSING, p. 17

The Boston band Del Fuegos' first album, The Longest Day,
was released last Monday. (Frank Consentino photo)

The Boston band Del Fuegos
jumped from song to song
Saturday night, keeping the
dance floor packed at the
Newmarket Stone Church.
Their quic~ pace continued
1
for two 40-mmute sets before
blasting out an encore that
included the hit "Shake, Rattle,
and Roll.
The group plays Rock ·n
Roll with some Country Soul
and Rhythm and Blues. Their
first set was all cover music and
the second mostly original
material.
Like the audience, they
enjoyed themselves by dancing
around on stage. The drummer
looked cool in dark sunglasses
while the other members also
had their individual styles.
Lead vocalist Dan Zanes
belted out the lyrics in a tough
voice, including hits from their
first album The Longest Day.
It just came out Monday,
September 19, on the Slash
record label, distributed by
Warner Brothers, and
produced by Mitchell Froom.
Three years ago Dan Zanes
and bassist Tom Lloyd started
the group. In June, 1983 Zanes'
brother Warren came on to
play guitar. Drummer Woody
Giessmann joined in January,
1984.
Although the band plays
mostly New England and New
York they did tour out West on
the way to California and back.
They went out to record their
album in Los Angeles.
Most of the lyrics were
written by Dan Zanes with
influences from the Everly
Brothers, Chuck Berry, and the
Rolling Stones.
They hope to have a
nationwide tour next year,
according to Giessmann, and
another album.
Well known in the Boston
band circuit, their music is
often played on WBCN and
college radio stations.
They are a danceable band
with a heavy, steady drum beat
and unceasing energy.

Reperatory reriiodels farces

"The Forced Marriage," scene from American Repertory
Theatre's production of Sganarelle.(Richard Feldman photo)

By Diane Mullin
Saturday night in the
Johnson Theater, The
American Repertory Theatre
put on its famous and loony
version of "Sganarelle: an
Evening of Moliere Farces".
Moliere, a French Renaissance writer, is often
considered the master of farce,
whose very essence is a childlike view of life and a fantasy
world in which illogic becomes
logic.
The American Repertory
Theatre's version is updated
and perhaps more bizarre than
Moliere ever imagined he could
be.
All four short plays, "The
Flying Doctor," "The Forced
Marriage," "Sganarelle or the
Imaginary Cuckold," and "A
Dumb Show," a version of
Moliere's "The Doctor In Spite

Of Himself" are based on the
ideals of love, lust, romance
and marriage. They include
dashing young men, lovesick
daughters, tyranical fathers
and even a complacent hobo.
Although each contained a
character named Sganarelle, he
was a different actor in each
play. A.R.T. director Andrei
Serban, perceived that behind
this ever changing character
was actually the playwright
himself. Moliere wrote and
played Sganarelle for thirty
years of his career. ·
In these particular plays
Sganaralle appears as a
dimwitted servant in the "The
Flying Doctor", and old miser
planning to be married in "The
Forced Marriage," a suspicious
and ridiculous married man in
"The Imaginary Cuckold," and
a . drunken woodcutter who,

tricked by his wife, poses as a
great doctor in "A Dumb
Show."
The sets, designed by
Michael H. Yeargan, were all
made up simply of a few
absolutely necessary props,
two wooden benches in "The
Forced Marriage" for instance,
and a backdrop of white
canvas. This stark and
simplistic atmosphere
contrasted sharply with the
bright and flamboyant
costumes worn by the actors.
In "The Flying Doctor"there
appears on stage a simple white
house front with two windows
and a door. This rudimentary,
geometeric simplicity almost
forces the audience to
concentrate excusively on the
actors' constant movements
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Stompers shout
By Bill Millios
Thursday night, before a
packed college-nite crowd at
the Franklin, the Stampers
proved why they're New
England's best live act. From
the opening note of" American
Fun" to the final scream of
"Shout," the crowd remained
standing throughout. At least
for one night, synth-pop and
heavy metal never existed.
The band kicked off the
show with the rousing
"American Fun." With its
Springsteen-like feel, the song
was a perfect beginning for the
show. The band crashed the
stage, all dressed in black and
white, except for leader Sal
Bagl10 who wore his trademark
blue dungaree jacket.
The highlights were endless.
The funky "Gimme Some
Good News" involved a playful
sing-along with the crowd
while Baglio dedicated the
moving ''Wearing My Heart on
My Sleevo" to all of the band's
faithful fans.
The unreleased "Graduation
Day" showed Baglio 's strength
as a story teller-"Now my
locker's been emptied/ my
letter's been torn/ all that's been
saved is a corsage from the
prom."
The Motownish "Temptation" was drawn out to a ten
minute free for all and featured
some catchy organ work from
Dave Friedman. Jeremy
Brown's rocking piano and
Baglio's rougher vocal gave
"Shut Down" the punch which
was lost on the studio version.
During "Why Do Fools Fall
in Love?" the entire group put
down their instruments and
sung the song in acappella with

the crowd clapping along.
The band's two singles came
mid way through the set.
"Never Tell an Angel" and
"One Heart for Sale" both had
unlimited power.
The three encores were
thunderous. After .. Rock,
Jump and Holler" came a three
song medley of 50's classics.
Baglio ripped through "Round
and Round "('Whole Lotta
Shakin"/ "Long Tall Sally"
with the same ferocity as the
originals. Finally came
"Shout" led by bassist Steve
Gilligan's playful picking and
the celebration was over.
After forming in 1977, the
Stampers didn't release their
fir:.st album until l\1arch of 1983

on Boardwalk Records. Then
just when things were looking
up,_ the West Coast company
folded.' .
Soon after, the group made
two personnel changes.
Original drummer Mark
Cuccinello left and was
replaced by Lenny Shea. Also
the band added a pianist,
Jeremy Brown.
Polygram and released their
secon9 album, One Heart for .
Sale, this past July. Actually,
the album is just a re-issue of,
the first with two extra songs,
the title track and "Who knows
how to make love stay?."
··we've got about two
albums worth of new material
ready to record," Baglio
revealed, "and it's a little
different than the old stuff."
"We're just dying to ·get into
the studio," he said.
The group plans to continue
touring tlTe West Coast this fall
and record the new album in
December.

At the Franklin Ballroom Thursday night The Stompers played to a packed dancing crowd.
Dorian Stonie photo)
'

French film is comical
By Consuelo Congreve
identities, gangs and bad
Their quest to find Tristan in
Les Comperes, starring Pierre
guys.
Nice has elements of every
Richard and Gerard Deparchase movie. Depardieu has
dieu. Directed by Francis
angered the mob, and two
Veber, a European lnternaRichard plays a sens1t1ve,
t ional Distribution Ltd.
suicidal failure, and Depardieu nasty looking arch-villains are
release. Rated PG, in French
is a burly, aggressive journalist. one step behind Richard and
with English subtitles. At the
Market Square Cinema un!il · They are brought together by Depardieu all the way. They
an old flame of both, also get into the fights with
September 27.
Catherine.
Tristan's motorcycle gang
companions. Tristan slips in
Imagine pairing Woody
and out of their grasp.
Allen with Nick Nolte. The
She is anxious because her
result would be much like Les
16-year-old son Tristan has run
Compere s pairing of Pierre
Richard is hilarious as the
away to Nice·. She fabricates a
Richard and Gerard Depardieu
story that either of her old wimpy but sweet guy who
in the rollicking French movie
lovers could be his father so desperately wants this "son" so
that is full of mistaken
that they will find him for her. that he can find some meaning
in his life. He always manages
to trip over things or mess
things up, and the leader of
Tristan's gang forces Richard
to eat his own necktie.

Tiger's Baku plays Japanese Jazz
By Jim Hildreth
Fast moving uptempo jazz
fusion was the basis of Tiger's
Baku's show Saturday night at
the MU B Pub in Durham.
The Boston-based quintet

played two sets of originals that
had the audience applauding
loudly. Tiger Okoshi, leader
and trumpet~r of the band, was
originally from Japan but came
to Boston to study music at

Berkelee College of Music.
Other members of the band
are drummer Robby Gonzales ,
bassist Jimmy Earle, guitarist
Dean Browne, and keyboardist
Jerry Etkins.

The show opened with a duet
between Okoshi and Etkins
making an aural landscape of
synth washes and dramatic
trumpet. . The composition
"Bye Gone" began in a
pounding uptempo that
became a keyboard solo before
returning as a whole song
again.
Many of Okoshi's songs
seem to dissolve and then
reform themselves. Other
highlights of the evening
included ·"Mudd Cake" and
"Bubble Dance" which saw
Gonzales making some
extremely humorous facial
expressions at the audience.
Throughout the show
Okoshi joked and rapped with
the audience, telling about the
songs and where the band had
played recently.
Baku has two albums out on
the Japanese JVC label.
Okoshi appears on a
collaboration with jazz artist
Gary Burton called Times
Square and Gonzales plays on
acoustic guitarist Al DiMeola's
album Splendido Motel.

The Jazz band Tiger's Baku performed in the MUB Pub Saturday night. (Frank Consentino
photo)
.

Tiger's Baku will be touring
this month throughout Canada
before returning to Boston at
the end of October.

There is a silent rivalry
between Richard and
L>epardieu throughout the
movie; each trying to prove to
the other that he would be a
better father. Through this, the
men become closer and learn
from each other.

Eventually Tristan stops
running away from the two
men and learns to respect his
parents mbre. In the end it is
evident that each person has
-learned about relationships by
chasing around Nice.

In one scene, the big,
handsome Depardieu, a
"swinging bachelor," kneels
down in front of Tristan, who
has broken his _arm, to tie
Tristan's shoelace. Depardieu
has learned sensitivity from
Richard. And Richard, usually
squeamish at the thought of
violence, learns to knock
people out by smacking his
forehead into theirs (a process
called "2 beaning" in the
subtitles).

Les Comperes is a fun movie
that provides a lot of laughs. ·
Don't delay in going to see this
one, it won't be around long so
catch it before it gets away.
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---STILL MISSING-- - (continued from page 15)
rest of the band on a strong
Pretenders influence.
"We all have a very raw, gut
feeling," Erickson said about
their music, "and are a definite
career-oriented band."
60 to 70 percent of the lyrics
are from Erickson who bases
the songs on religion, love,
world affairs and new hope.
Cleaves also helped in song

Tuesday night October 9
Still Missing will again play for
free at their first Boston gig;
The Rat in Kenmore-Square.
They will be forming a
carpool with the WUNH ride
board to transport interested
fans and provide them with free
admission tickets.
October 11 they will appear
at the Franklin Ballroom and
at the MUB Pub October 12.

John Bottoms as Sganarelle in American Reperatory Theatre's production of Sganarelle. (Richard
Feldman photo)

-------THEATRE
(continued from page 15)
and varied facial expressions. to identify with. The update
The zaniness of all this also adds its own humor.
motion ·and energy was
accented beautifully by the wild
and richly colored costumes
For example, in the first skit,
which are designed by Dunya Gorgibus leaves the house
Ramicova in the A. R.T. 's own singing to himself-the twist is
that he sings Tina Turner's
studios.
"What's Love Got To Do With
It?". The first philosopher in
the second skit appears dressed
The outfits ranged from like one of the Blues Brothers
"The Flying Doctor's" and speaks like Saturday Night
_Sganarelle, who wore all red
Live's Fr.. Guido Sarducci.
and topped it off with a red cap,
to the shrewish Dorimene of
"The Forced Marriage" who
Moliere and the A.R.T. also
appears in an oversized, wild
discuss a11d question many of
gown clashing in color and
societies mores and simple,
print.
ridiculous human follies . This

All the costumes seemed to
encompass and reflect Director
Serban's interpretation of the
farces. He plays upon Moliere's
poking fun at some _very
stereotypical characters.
The second skit 1s a
humorous example where
Moliere looks at philosophers
in a lighthearted way. The first
philosopher to appear on stage
( Harry S. Murphy) is obsessed
with lofty words and precise
definitions. His problem is,
however, that he will not listen
- to Sganarelle's problem who
thinks he is engaged to a young
woman that is only in it for the
money.

When Sganarelle attempts to
explain they end up both
speaking at the.same time, and
their spirited and simultancaus
monologues drew both
laughter and applause.
Serban also succeeds at
updating these Renaissance
farces making them more
timely and the characters easier

makes the audience think. In
"Sganarelle or The Imaginary
Cuckold", the most perplexing
and ironic of the four, the
suspicious nature of human
beings is ridiculed and proven
to only cause disaster.

In a tale of confusion among
a married couple and two
young lovers jealousy and
suspicion rise to maddening
heights.
The scene comes to a cli{nax
when the four confront each
other angrily, · and the truth
unfolds. Of course, as all good
farces do, it ends perfectly with
love and order restored.
It ends, as do the others, with
a song sung by all cast
members. After the tune
Sganarelle steps forward to
remind the audience that when
all evidence points to one lying,
cheating or deceiving: ''Don't
Believe it!."

At this point a clothes rack is
wheeled on stage and the cast
changes costume in frontofthe

audience. There is a relaxed,
candid atmosphere during this
and the players taunt and tease
one another and the audience.

The final skit is spoken in an
imaginery language and
subtitled above the players. It is
elements like these that add the
extra dimension to this
performance. It stands
completely on its own as a true
artistic endeavour that
succeeds wildly.

As the players hopped and
pranced around the stage for
their "final finale" the audience
rose to its feet to praise a more
than well deserving prod uction.

The American Repertory
Theatre had its beginnings in
New Haven, CT at the Yale
Repertory Theatre, but is now
in residence at Harvard
University's Loeb Drama
Center in Cambridge, Mass,
under the Artistic Direction of
Robert Brustein.

This innovative presentation
of four Moleire farces was first
seen in 1977 in New Haven and
has since then been around the
world and back.

Not only has it been
acclaimed by American critics,
but while in France the A.R.T.
received overwhelming
enthusiasm from the French
themselves . According to Le
Matin, a foremost French
critic: •• A miracle has come
from the lJ .S. You must run
there ... Moliere of the Melting
Pot...no longer belongs to us
and so much the better."

.

The best'way to guard against breast caricer is right in your
hands. !rs called breast.self-examination.
· .
·.
You see, changes are continuously taking place in your body.
That's why a monthly breasfself-examiriation is so important.
A~ you become familiar with how your breasts feel, you'll be
better able to nQtice changes. Any change, like a lump, should
. send you to·the doctor promptly. Fortunately, most lumps are
benign, but finding a cancer at an early stage greatly
increases the charice of survival.
~
So ask your doctor to teach you breast self-examination.
And whi_le you're'at it, ask him about mammograp~ya low-dose breast x-ray that can detect a cancer even
before the most expesienced doctor can find it.
For more information, call your local ACS office.

American Cancer Society
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.

:,J
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-VACUUM<continued from page 3)
built yet, will be two meters tall
and one meter in diameter. Its
walls will be made of quarterinch stainless steel.

GARFIELD

Arnold y ex plained the fouryear old pump also came with a
high voltage power supply
which is not part of the pump .

By JIM DAVIS

MOLD It RIGMT TMERE.
WAN110 RE.MEM0ER
YOO LIKE TMl5

RYING- TO
0160N M
ITM TH

I ALWAY5

"The pump uses liquid
helium to condense out the
atmosphere in the chamber,"
he said, adding that the
temperature inside the pump
itself would fall to 270 degrees
below zero.

·~
'SHOE

'"The detectors must be
calibrated in the same
environment they will be
operating in," Arnoldy said.

By JEFF MACNELL Y _

He said he hoped the new
pump would reduce the
pressure in the chamber to one
100 millionth of a millimeter of
mercury. Normal air pressure is
760 millimeters of mercury.
Arnoldy said the pump was
packed away in the basement of
DeMerritt Hall since it won't
be used for some time.

'

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY

"As soon as I get some
money, space and a little time.
we'll get it set up." Arnoldy
said.
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Editor's note; Jim Johnson is a UNH sophomore physical
education major from Milton, NH. We would like lo welcome
him to The New Hampshire.
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Bedroom, study furnished in Dover
South-side, mini-boarding house on Karivan route . Graduate and upper class level
females; non-smokers preferred; no pets .
Kitchen facilities, parking $185 , monthly.
Available Oct. 1, 1984. Call 742-2973 ,
Ms. McManus .
HOUSEMATES NEEDED : WALK TO
CLASS , PRIVATE NEW COLONIAL 3
BATHS, OFF ST . PARKING LARGE
BACKYARD WITH GARDEN FURNISHED
LIVING ROOM WITH FIREPLACE,
FURNISHED EAT-IN KITCHEN, COLOR
TV FULL- TIME FEMALE STUDENTS
ONLY. NO PETS OR SMOKERS, 1 SINGLE
AVAILABLE, 1 DOUBLE ROOMMATE
NEEDED, 1 ROOMMATE NEEDED 2ND
SEMESTER, 9 MONTH LEASE , CALL
868-1482 .

Help Wanted

l[Il]

Become a pub technic ian. Get to know the
bands while setting up stage and
equipment for the shows. Great field
experience . We will train . Must be work
study . See Doug Robar at MUSO for
details.
MUSO is looking for a publicity director
for 2nd semester. Duties include
promoting and advertising. All MUSO
Events. Involves some 1st semester
training . This a paid position so get
involved. Applications in Rm . 148 of the
MUB . Deadline Sept . 30th .
Become a pub technician . Get to know the
bands while settling up stage and
equipment for the shows. Great field
esperience We will train. Must be work
study . See Doug Robar at MUSO for
details .

CLASSIFIED
Bartenders and Waitresses needed.
Apply in person between 7 pm and 8 pm
Old Farm Pub-34 Locust St. Dover, NH
Business Hours 6 pm-1 am Nights only!
MUSO is looking for a publicity director
for 2nd semester . Duties include
promoting and advertising all MUSO
events . Involves some 1st semester
training . This is a paid position so get
involved. Applications in Rm . 148 of the
MUB. Deadline Sept . 30.
WANTED A student with work-study
funds to work as a darkroom technician .
Interest in photography helpful but not
necessary. Contact Prof. Richard Merritt,
2-1847 M ,T,R 9 :30- 11 :00.
Become a pub technician . Getto know the
bands while setting up stage and
equipment for the shows . Great field
experience. We will train. Must be workstudy. See Doug Robar , at MUSO for
details .
SPORTS INSTRUCTORS NEEDED : Youth
Soccer coach sought for afternoon
program. Workstudy or volunteer position
o nl\/ - l=un oxporicn c c , t i ,juyctLJf e WOrKtng
conditions . Flexible hours 5 - 10
hours / week . Other workstudy positions
also available : morning preschool aide.
Contact Newmarket Recreation and parks
659-5563, Also YOUTH GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTOR needed for Wednesday
afternoons 1 :30-4:30 pm . Excellent pay
and working conditions . Call for
interview; 6591-5563 .
DISABLED INDIVIDUAL in search of
1wr., mml ,.,,,.,.""''"''""'for mornings six
days a week . $5 .00 hr. Prefer prior
experience in working with the disabled.
Call Greg at 772-3803 . eveninqs .

]~
A party just isn't a party without party
tunes! No onw knows that better than the
CLUB 109 DJ 's. THE CLUB 109 DJ 's have
the finest equipment and the most
extensive collection of pop-dance-rock and oldies on campus . So for your next
semi-formal , pledge dance, or party, let
the CLUB 109 DJ 's keep you dancing with
their pro-style mixing. For Info. call Jim or
Ray at 2-1592 or 868-9787 .

ATTENTION FRESHMEN: Interested in
planning off-campus trips for the entire
Freshmen Class!!! Some of the trips last
year were to Quebec, New York City,
LL.Beans, and Boston . Come to an
introductory Freshmen Council meeting
Thur. Sept. 27 at 6 :30 in Hamilton Smith .
Room will be posted outside on front door.
1971 V-8 Chevy Chevelle for sale . Runs
SEE YOU THERE!!! If you cannot attend
call Rick in Hubbard 308(2--1738) or · well, low mileage, interior good. Cheap
transportation
. Call Kevin , 868-9628
Paula in Skoke 408 (2-1136)
eveninqs . Best offer.
IBM Electric Typewriter, rebuilt by IBM.
LSA and TSAS . Welcom~ to open rush at
Does not have interchangeable elements,
AG 12, 8 pm 8 / 25 to 6 Strafford Ave .
bought as a 2nd typewriter for office but
Refreshments served .
never used. $100, call 868-1482 for more
MUSO is looking for a publicity directing
information .
fo-r 2nd semester . Duties include
Arcade size air hockey game used twice.
promoting and advertising. All MUSO
Perfect for a fraternity or gameroom, $75.
Events. Involves some 1st semester
Call 868-1482 for more information .
training . This a paid position so get
involved. Applications in Rm . 148 of the
1969 Plymouth Station wagon runs well ,
MUB . Deadline Sept . 30th.
good tires. Diehard battery. Should pass
ir,spection, 868-7419 $175
Become a pub technician. Get to know the
bands while setting up stage and
equipment for the shows . Great field
experience . We will tra in. Must be work
study . See Doug Robar at MUSO for
details .
COUNCIL TRAVEL / CIEE-for Low Cost
Flights, USA and Worldwide , lnt'I
Students I.D., Youth Hostel Memberships, Work and Study Abroad, and More!
FREE 1985 Student Travel Catalog Call
(617) 266- 1926 or write to Council Travel,
729 Boylston St., suite 201, Boston, MA
fl?tlii,6~

MUSO is looking for a publicity director
for 2nd semester . Duties include
promoting and advertising . All MUSO
Events. Involves some 1st semester
training . This a paid position so get
involved . Applications in Rm. 148 of the
MUB . Deadline Sept. 30th .
PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERN: Semester II;
New York City; Top Company; · $1000,
Month ; Admn , Communication Majors;
production , promotion , marketing,
support work; Resume, application,
writing sample; Contact Field Experience
Office , Verrette House ABSOLUTE
DEADLINE Oct 8; FE 84131A
Domino ' s pizza needs you; Drivers
needed. Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when considering your
wages, commission, and tips, Need
drivers for 1, 2, 3, nights a week. Apply in
person or call us at Domino's pizza ,
Portsmouth, N.H (431-7882)
WANTED ZAMBONI DRIVER -SNIVELY
ARENA WEEKENDS (SAT & SUN) STARTING DATE : OCTOBER 8 through
hockey season-PLEASE CONTACT :
LIONEL CARBONNEAU, 118 FIELD
HOIJSF
MUSO is looking for a publicity director
for 2nd semester . Duties inc l ude
promoting and advertising all MUSO
events . Involves some 1st semester
training. This is a paid position so get
involved. Applications in Rm . 148 of the
MUB . Deadline Sept . 30th.
Become a pub technician . Get to know the
bands wh ile setting up stage and
eq ui pm ent fo r th e show. Gr eat field
experi ence. W e will train . must be workstudy . See Doug Robar at MUSO for
details .
Wanted -Intramural field hockey director
for girls Tu es and Thurs 2:30 -4. SlO. per
session . Oy ste r Rive r Middl e School. Call
Ti m Qu int at 868 -2820
SKI RESORT JOBS Guns tock is seeking
full and part t ime Alpine and ski touring
instructors. Should be strong ski ers,
experi en ce not necessary . Fo r appli cat ion
write : Gunstock, PO Box 336, Lacon ia, NH
03246 . ATTN Sharon Workman or call
603 -293 -4341 .

1975 Ford Custom 500 4 door Heavyduty
suspension (former police car). Runs well
good tires. Diehard ba-ttery, some rust,
call 868-7419 . $175
1974 VW THING . New white paint. Hard
top and convertable top . AM / FM . New
side windows . New brakes , new exhaust
system. VERY NICE CONDITION. Low
mileage, call 224-6931, evenings .
1976 Datsun wagon . Old faithful. Doors
rusty, but still purrs . High mileage-many
more.miles likely. $600 or best offer. Call
926-3617 after 6 p.m.
1976 TR- 7 Hardtop good condition . 603
Ocean Blvd, l:iampton, NH. Contact Tom
Hofmann 431-7047 (work) or 926 -7330
(home).
MCS Stero receiver with 33 watts / ch . for
$110. Pine stereo cabinet for $25 .25 and
a Yamaha steel string guitar, FG345 with
hardshell case , good action and great
body for $160. I must sell to buy a bicycle.
Call Gregg at 654-3233.
' 74 Gremlin-Engine good. Body fair to
poor . Snows included . NH inspected and
currently licensed. Good local
transportation. Asking $250, call 8682853.
·74 yellow VW bus in good contition. Has
had engine replaced . Tires good, great
camping van . Asking $1,200. Call 8681706 anytime before 7 p.m .
WATERBED for sale , including heater &
control , liner, all wood frame , and
mattress . 6 month warranty. Call Joe
during the day at 862 - 1122 or at night at
· 742- 7208. $180 or best offer.
1872 Olds Cutlass , PS , PB , AM-FM , new
body work, new brakes , new battery . Very
good condition. $1 ,250 Call evenings
772-2677.
1976 Totyota Corona 4-door, 4 cylinderHigh m ileage but still running well . Radio,
heater and oth er accessories, in good
working condition . Low mileage tires . Call
659 -6188 (Newmarket) Askin~ $650.
3M COPIER SINGLE COPIES PERFECT
FOR PROFESSOR OR GRAD STUDENT
OR STUDENT ORGANIZATION W ITH A
LOT OF COPYING TO DO . $150, call 8681482 FOR MORE INFORMATION .
1976 Capri 11-2,800 CC VG-Ha tchback
Factory Sunr oo f , . AM / FM Ster e o .
Hi g hwa y mile s , many new parts.
Exce ll ent mechanical condit ion, body
good . Reliab le transpo rt ation . Must sell
$750 o r best offer. 431-2824.
'72 Ch evy 3 / 4 ton Beauvill e van . High
mil ea ge and runs Just fine . 350 auto, A / C
rad ial s. Just spent $185 on tun e-up,
exhau st system . inspect io n, etc. Very
dependable and goes well in snow . Diane
2 - 1398 (afte r 12 00) or 749 -4665 .

Pick up for sale : 1975 Chevy , 6 cylinder ,
standard · 1 / 2T, step side , wood bed . 92k
miles-$700, call 926-3617 .
Quality goats milk nutritious and sweet .
Pick up fresh at our farm in Lee . 90C qt.,
$1 60-1 /2 gal. , $3 gal. Dairy goats and
beautiful kids for sale also. 659-5274
(may have to leave message)
Queen box spring and mattress, clean and
comfy-$90 . Pair dark pine sturdy
capta ins chairs, without arms - $40. Pair
of quality lg. cherry end tables from
Margesons, detailed woodwork-$80.
Twin box spring and mattress-$25. Pair
unusual occasional tables, 17" high$20. All items in good condition . Diane 2 1398 (after 12:00) or 749-4665 .
Grumbacher 6' prof. wood easel-$65 .
Large selection of fish tank supplies-no
stands , varied cheap prices . Large
selection of kitchen supplies, dishes,
glasses, toaster , Bissell Elec . sweeper
radios, casseroles, etc.-all cheap ., Large
selection of new $3-$5 paperbacks
mostly fiction with good NY book reviews
m:,ny ooxy· type-> , 11Ul Hd rt equtn-COme
browse . $1 each . Older suitcases and a
steamer trunk cheap also. Diane 2 - 1398
(after 12:00) or 749 -4665 .
1978 Subaru sedan-2 door with deluxe
Panasonic cassette AM / FM stereo. 2
new steel belted radial tires . Car is in
excellent condition , 78,000 miles ,
southern car, no rust. Check it out! Best
offer, call 749-1324.
Apple Games virtually new, wide variety
of most popular sellers . Orig. $30-$40,
1 / 2 priced, guaranteed to boot. Gibson
light pen with excel l ent graphics
software. New $350, asking S 175. Will
demonstrate games and pen . Diane or
Dave 749-4665 nights.
13" Sears color TV, 6 mos. old-$150.
13" B/ W TV $30.

Pe~ona~~
COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE-for Low Cost
Flights, USA and Worldwide , lnt ' I
Students I.D. , Youth Hostel Memberships, Work and Study Abroad, and More!
FREE 1985 Student Travel Catalog Call
(617) 266-1926 or write to Council Travel,
729 Boylston St., suite 201, Boston, MA

96M11~tlie fR barruu11s . flie1e will be 110
more bantering or buffooning allowed
in the TR. Get psyched for a wild trivial
pursu it or breakdance party. And Lamar
stop being such a ding-dong.
Arnie-I Love You 'Short Stuff'
To the residents of N-3, including the sick
one, here's the personal for this issue!!!
Hi Chris-Yeah, this is a corny idea, but it's
me again , your secret(?) admirer. Did you
like the flower? Hope to see more of you in
the future-you can knock on MY door
anytime!

Stanton 203 / 303 I enjoyed talking ,
hugging, and kissing with each of
you .Julie, how about call ing me and
arrang i ng a date sometime? I ' m
interested ... if you are .. and your
roommate Will let You??? the 101 guy
Maureen and Kim : Thanks for the great
time in college woods last weekend . RWH
Tom G . "E " was over the other night. Can
you try to do something to keep her away
from Johnson . Thanks LH (E .F. Goats)
Peggy - Sorry I haven 't said hello yet,
hope you're dancing soon. Allen
Sharlene I love you DPN
Sue, Cindy, Keith, Kelly, Ingrid, Mike,
Paul, John, Jake & Bobby too-thanks for
being such special friends! You folks are
too much!!! Your P.J.'s are too much also!
I love you! Sharon
Cindy Ann Rae and Susan El izabeth Ball
- you are the best! You will alwys be my
friends . I love ya! Sharon
Tunse. too much studvinq . A massaoP ic::
wna t you need. Back. hand, arm , scalp,
and foot massages . $5for1 / 4,$8for1 / 2
hour, $15 for 1 hour. Call Dave at 8681976. Room service and satisfaction
guaranteed.
Bonjour Margaret. Comment allez-who?
Lets get together this weekend and study
some French . Steve
Stordahal - i don't think I spelled it right
but hy yu know who you are . We 've come
all this way together and we both know
we 're looking at a long time ahead of us and we love eachother - and that's what
matters. Let's not worry ourselves.
Liz-Yeah, I'll be by to see the room . Sure.
See what I get for waiting - I lost my tan
waiting in my room so long . Bill
Sheila Sue and tux- so the paint's
chipping and the floors are at 37 degree
angles the carpets a bit soiled and some
windows are missing but we've got a well
fertilized lawn, lots of sunlight and
enough laughter to keep us warm - so
who needs insulation? Thank you for
making our place our home . I love yuo
guys. Jen
Hi Bill - keep yourself busy, interviewing
more Nuettes like myself! Will I see you on
the lawn this weekend? Behave , be cool ,
keep in touch (with reality) - Nuette
numero uno .
To . the members of the UNH color guard
(this is of interest to you, so please read
on) : Since Saturday is our first REAL
performance , we thought we would give
you a pep talk . You all know you can do it
(remember we don 't say can 't) . So, we 're
going to go out there and show those L's
what we 're all about. Just "CHILL OUT"
and really get into the show . From "The
Flying Diabdo Sister"
SAXAPHONES - AFter the Beach party
Friday night, let's get together for some
group sax!
·

ELMERS , Northern New England's
nostalgia shop, offers UNH students,
faculty and staff a special invitation. Visit
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount . Vintage and avant
garde fashions and accessories; practical
clothing hats, ties and jewelry; flannel
shirt sale (3 / $11 ); $1.00 clothing bin .
Unique books of all types; vintage
children's books; paper nostalgia . Movie,
television and mus ic memorabilia
including posters , stills, records, sheet
music. Autographs, magazines, games
toys and puzzles . Campy household and
kitchen collectibles . Progressive buttons
half hour drive from Durham-take Rte. 4
to Portsmouth Circle-Rte . 1 into Mainetake Exit 236 to traffic circle and Kittery
Point. 5 miles on Rte . 103. Open FridayWednesday 11-5, closed Thursday, 207-

439-2440 .
Kim and Heather - you guys are wicked
wild . Let's go to the movies more often
Fitzy, Cudy, Toby, Tracy, Eby, Ellen, Sue,
Marybeth, Ellen, M fl<e, Jeff THe
HUNTER CREW Thanks for making my
20th fantatic! I had a WHALE of a time and
so didn't WB, Betty, Crazy Eddie and (God
rest his soul) Nigel!! Thanks guys. Lynn
J <>n ,

ELMERS, Northern New England's
nostalgia shop, offers UNH studetns
faculty, and staff a special invitation . Visit
our store with this ad or UNH ID and
receive 20% discount. Vintage and avant
garde fashions and accessories; practical
clothing, hats, ties and jewelry; flannel
shirt sale (3 / $11); $1 .00 clothing bin .
Unique books of all types; vintage
children's books; paper nostalgia . Movie,
television and music memorabilia
including posters, still, records , sheet
music. Autographs, magazines, games,
toys and puzzles. Campy household and
kitchen collectibles . Progressive Buttons.
Half hour drive from Durham - take Rte .
4 to Portsmouth Circle - Rte. 1 into
Maine - take Exit 236 to traffic circle and
Kittery Point. 5 miles on Rte . 103. Open
Friday-Wednesday 11-5 , closed
Thursday. 207-439-2440.
Dashoo -though you might like a personal.
By the way; beware of the unexpected.
You never know what you may find in your
room . Anyway -have a great week . I.LY.
A friend of "T.E ."
Kath M ! ,- i.miss you babe·s. I miss walking'
down the hallway and just chatting .
When can you fit me in your social
calendar??? Anyways .. . let's get together
soon for dinner or something!!! Love , Moi .
P.S . .Have you run into any new Guidos
lately??
Resumes, term papers, thesis-any kind
of typing you need. I can do. Call Jo-Anne
at 749-2338. Rush jobs accepted.
Dennis: Grrr .. ., Grrr ... 1:laine
It's bad enough you have to write the
paper, why should you have to type it too?
You don't! Call Jo-Anne at 749-2338 .
Spelling, punctuation and grammar
corrected at no extra charge.
l'cra,1 uie TR burruu11s. fl1e1e will be 110
more bantering or buffooning allowed
in the TR. Get psyched for a wild trivial
pursuit or breakdance party . And Lamar
stop being such a ding-dong.

Jim and Scottie : Gett outta MY house.
Nahl Get outta YOUR house and come see
our new waterbeds-or are you too tired?!
Ooh , we might get in trouble . -From : the
Girls with the Best Lines .

To my favorite blonde in Christianson :
There 's nothing better than a ballerine in
black!
H-1 We wanted to let you know that we
had a terrific time by putting your names
in print Bruce and Steve. (Girls take note)
The brownies and ice cream were great] !
The wine was good too-when it finally
arrived!! Anyways .. .we just wanted to say
thanks . Signed the Fabulous Four

Tobi-Thanks for a fun evening last
Saturday at our cocktail party . You're a
sweethart and I hope to see you again
soon. I want to see the pictures when
'Mom ' has them developed!-Ken

Marie G.- Thanks for the personal. We'll
have to get together and party again real
soon..
Thursday sounds pretty
tempting!!! Glad you 're feeling better. L&D

ATTENTION!! Like sports? Want
Excitment? Looking for a good time? BE A
RUGGER!! Play women's rugby w ith the
N.H. St. Pauli Girls Rugby Club. If
interested, please contact Lisa at 8686199.

LSA & TSAS Welcome to open rush at
AGR , 8 pm 8/25, 6 Strafford Ave .
REfreshments served .

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE UNH
COLORGUARD: First, this was supposed
to be in on Friday, but someone screwed
up. It would have said : You guys can do it!
Just 'chill out' , and get into the show. I
know this isn 't a good time to run this , but
you guys deserve something . From the
'Flying Digbolo Sisters' P.S. You guys
gotta learn to party like H and E.

1971 V-8 Chevy Chevelle for sale. Runs
well , low mileage, interior good. Cheap
transportation. Call Kevin, 868-9628
evenings . Best offer.

ATTENTION FRESHMEN: Interested in
planning off-campus trips for the entire
Freshmen Class!!! Some of the trips last
year were to Quebec. New York City,
LL.Beans, and Boston . Come to an
introductory Freshmen Council meeting
Thur . Sept . 27 at 6 :30 in Hamilton Smith.
Room will be posted outside on front door.
SEE YOU THERE!!! If you cannot attend
call Rick in Hubbard 308(2--1738) or
Paula in Skoke 408 (2-1136) .
LSA and TSAS . Welcome to open rush at
AG 12, 8 pm 8 / 25 to 6 Strafford Ave .
Refreshments served.
Jim and Scottie : Gett outta MY house.
Nah! Get outta YOUR house and come see
our new waterbeds-or are you too tired?!
Ooh , we might get in trouble . -From : the
Girls with the Best Lines .
Tob i-Thanks for a fun evening last
Saturday at our cocktail party. You ·re _a
sweethart and I hope to see you again
soon . I want to see the pictures when
'Mom ' has them developed!-Ken
Lisa and P.J.,What's up strangers?
Haven't seen your faces in a while. Are
you coming to our bash Saturday, or the
Around the World tonight? Hope to see
you there . Take care and don't be so
scarce , huh -Ken '

Vid-When are you going to bring me
something nice for my 'Bud ' vase? Do I
have to wait until we go to Boston Harbor
again? What would I do with men's
underwear anyuway? Luv ya (or do I...?) Sapphire Oil
Frogger, the next time you kiss me in the
MUB you better plan on taking me home
for the night!-Karate Kid
P.S . My toe still hurts!!!
M / F ROOMATE WANTED TO SHARE
e n_t in
Large, two-bedroon, Dover apartm_
historic, 19th century Sawyer Butlding.
W / W carperting ; Franklin stove; central
air; track lighting; 12 fuU-size w indows;
beautiful, weathered brickwork interior;
garbage disposal; dishwasher; two
bathrooms ; huge attic and basement
stroage space; 5 -closets ; off street
parking; near Coast buses and downtown;
quiet neighbors; washer and dryer in
building, no year-long lease. Must rent by
Oct. 1. $230/ month plus 50% untilities .
Call Mark 742 - 1273 days, 749-5044
nights.

Arnie-I Love You 'Short Stuff
To the residents of N-3. including the sick
one, here 's the personal for this issue!!!

Melinda F.How are you? I don 't know how
to get a hold of you . Leave your mnumber
or directions to your place with my brother
Kevin in Alexander 112. You owe me
lunch! See you soon, I hope.-Teressa
LSA & TSAS Welcome to open rush at
Agr , 8 pm 8 / 25, 6 Strafford Ave.
Refreshments served .
N.H. St. Pauli Girls Rugby Club is looking
for enthusiastic athletes! If you're
interested in having a great time and
learning to play a fun sport, call Lisa at
~68-6199 and find out about R_UGBY!!
Chantel and Maria , How artJ my'
wonderful roomies? I hope that you are
feeling better Chantel. I will see you guys
c1gain soofl I hope . Well got to run . SUE

What 's you r name?-Love Puddingta in
Hi Chr is-Yeah, this is a corny idea , but it 's
me again , your secret(?) adm irer . Did you
like the flower? Hope t o see more of you in
th e future-you can knock on MY door
anytime!
Stordah al - I don 't think I spelled it right
but - hey- you know who you are. Than ks
for bringing me Karls the ot her night and
w hi le w e're ba sically anonymous here I'll
take th is opport un ity to sa y th at as long as
w e keep on loving eachother, nothing else
fea lly matter s. (I'll promise not to blow
yo urr image just don 't get carri ed awa y,
ok?) I miss ya , and want the best for you .
Good luch this season , you know I'm
behind you all the time, al l the way .. . you
BJ

Happy
Birthday!

SUE
MORRIS
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SLACKS by G

available in wide wale or pinwaie
both with pleated front
/
TO $28.0
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CORDUROY SPORTCO

,

a campus classic in grey or camel
_
sizes 36 to 46

·

Moseberg from the mechanical
engineering department said,
"It should be educational
standard, not profit motive,
that determines who runs the
bookstore. The question is does
it help the education."
Kathy Stroup, president of
MUSO said, .. It's too bad UNH
doesn't have it's own
bookstore." However, she said,
''They (Barnes and Noble) seem
_o pen to working with students.
They're working with MUSO
on a book signing with Ralph
McGeehee."
The overall opinion of
people at the reception · was
positive. Most thought the
store was larger and offered
greater variety than the old
store.

One addition to the store is
the "Compushop" which ·sells a
Sperry Personal · Computer,
software, and approximately

500 books on computers.
"This is relatively new,"
Ohran said. "There are 4 out of
45 stores with this in them. We
will eventually have a full line
of personal computers here."
Kaspar Marking, Chancellor
of the University System of
NH, said, "Plymouth State
College seems happy with how
things are going. And from
what I heard about bo6krush
here it went well and if that goes
well then it seems good."
Plymouth State's bookstore
was also recently contracted to
Barnes and Noble.
The reception Monday was
held to familiarize faculty and
staff with the new store,
according to manager Pat
Haze . Ha z e fe els confident that
the new store will do well,
judging from book rush where
Haze said he heard from
students that the longest wait
· was 15 minutes.

REG $85.0

·. RAGG WOOL SW
choose from solids or strip

HAPPY WEDDING DAY

l crew necks or shawl col/a

TO $44.00

_WOOL JACKETS b
--~
-/

FMO look alike wool jack
•·
in charcoal or t

HAMOIS
SHIRTS

SALE ·
TREK - NISHIKI - CANNONDALE
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our own
heavy weight cham
in 13 fantasticfall c
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-12

~

available in cotton, wool, TO $66.00
silk and angora

OTTON TOPS by
JUST CT.ASS

TO $30.00

in stripes- both and colorful

COTTON PANTS by
CHEROKEE
todays styles in baggys
or fitted with multipockets

.
TO $36.00

WHAT A GREAT PERSON
SHE IS DAY!

CORDUROY SKIRTS by
NORTHERN ISLE RE
wide wale cordurov skirts
G $29.00
in J ~err(fic co/ors •na_vy•ivory•gre/

UNH SWEATGEAR
SWEATSHIRTS

hooded or crewneck

SWEATPANTS

(iTUARr ✓HAIRE~
50 Main Street. Downtown Durham

Love

Jill
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•
now 4-2
UNH women's volleyball garne~s two wins,
By Steve Langevin
The UN H women's volleyball team showed that its
preseason goal of having better
than a .500 season isn't too
lofty a goal, as it came home
from Holy Cross with a pair of
victories Saturday to raise its
record to 4-2. "It's a real shot
in the arm for the girls," said
UN H head coach Carol Ford.
"Their C{;)nfidence - in
themselves is building with
every match."
The Wildcats were without
their middle blocker and

captain Melanie Warren, who in their opening game against
was injured in practice the day Holy Cross. They fell behind
before, so Ford was forced to 10-6 and 14-10, before rallying
move some people around. She for the final six points to grab a
moved Thalia Chaltas from · 16-14 win. In the second game,
setter to middle blocker to UNH showed itself as the
replace Warren and put Sue strong team that it is with a
Bechard , at Chaltas' setter d minating I 5-1 thrashing of
J )!y Cross.
position.
'It took a while to get it all
"Sue did a great job at sett t ·,
especially since it was he r ·; :it together because of position
game at that position, ,aid ~hanges we had to make, but
Ford, "and Thalia plays well at mce we did we played like we
ue capable of," commented
any position I put her in."
All of these changes resulted Ford. "The girls showed me a
in a slow start for the Wildcats lot when they battled from

X-Country women take second
By Bob Arsenault
Holy Cross 1s definitely the
team to beat in women's crosscountry, at least as far as UNH
is concerned. For the second
week in a row, the Crusaders
managed to bunch their
runners in higher positions
than UNH's.
Saturday's meet, the URI
invitational, was by no means a
disappointment for the women,
however. Of the eleven teams
present, UN H was second with
74 points.
The first UN H finisher in the
5000m race was Kathy Brandell
with a time of I 7:38. Brandell
was second overall behind
Mary McNaughton of Holy
Cross, whom Brandell beat
there at UNH in last week's
dual meet.
Following Brandel! was
Liese Schaff in tenth place.
Schaff has performed well since
her return from Scotland.
"Liese ran a great race," s_a id
Coach Krueger. She got out
well at the start and stayed
there.

behind in that first game."
Controlled service returns
and outstanding passing
carried the Wildcats past a
tough Eastern Nazarene squad
15~9, 15-12. UNH also got a
strong performance from
Colleen Cody, who was
instrumental in their win.
"I was surprised by how well
Eastern Nazarene played,"said
Ford. "We had to work a lot
harder than against Holy
Cross."
This year's team has a much
stronger offensive attack than
has graced a UNH team for a
long time, however Coach
Ford knows that if UNH is
going to be successful in their
upcoming tournaments,

defense is going to be the key.
"We have to concentrate on
playing a . stronger defensive
game, because in the
tournaments we'll be facing
much stronger competition,"
commented Ford.
"The whole team is coming
together," said Ford. "'For the
last two years our team has
been composed mostly of
freshmen and sophomores and
now they have all adjusted to
the difference between the
college game and the high
school level."
The Wildcats try to continue
their success when they travel
to take part in the U Mass
Invitational this week-end.

Dominique St. Pierre. a
freshman from North Conway,
NH , was third for UNH with a
time of I8:40. St. Pierre has
moved up on the team in each
of her races.
"The race went well for me," ·
said St. Pierre. "I got out well at
the start and held my ground.
When I got to the end, Coach
Krueger told me I could catch
the people in front of me and I
did," she added.
The final two scorers for
UNH were Maureen Conners
and Patti Martin who took
eighteenth and 28th place in the
race.
Also running well were Sally
Perkins, T-ci Wilson and Lisa
Klein. "Our eighth, ninth and
tenth people are running well
now,"said Coach Krueger,"and
that's a plus because it takes
some of the pressure off of the
top five in case one of them is
sick."
The women must travel to
the Rutgers Invitational
Saturday, as they look to
continue their strong showings.

SPORTS SCHEDULE

Maureen Connors(lO) is trying to hold off a Holy Cross runner. UNH finished second at the URI
Invitational over the week-end.(Bob Arsenault file photo)

TODAY-Men's Tennis vs. Vermont at home 3:00 p.m.

- - - - - - F I E L D HOCKEY-----( continued from page 24)
WEDNESDAY-Field Hockey at Vermont
Women's Soccer at Harvard 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY-Men's Soccer at Keene St.

seemed to be somewhat
frustrated by her performance
because when they finally got
by Harvard's defensive players.
they were always stopped short
by the quickness of Abely.
But the 'Cats didn't give up.
Lori Mercier, working with

Pauline Collins and Cullinane,
brought up the ball and set up
many shots on goal along with
corners. UN H had a total of
seven corners in the second half
and with their many options,
they use these as major scoring
op port unities.

-

------FOOTBALL-----FRIDAY-Women's Volleyball at U Mass l nvitational
Men's Golf vs. Bowdoin, Merrimack and St. Anselm's
Men's Cross-country at Bowdoin Invitational

SA TU RDA Y-Football at Dartmouth I :30 p.m.
Field Hockey at Penn St. I :00 p.m.
Women's Cross-country at Rutgers Invitational
Men's Soccer vs. Yale at home 2:00 p.m.
Women's Volleyball at UMass Invitational

( continued from page 24)
said Garron "But that's just
part of the game."
Garron continued to play
outstanding football. He
managed 134 yards, but would
have been over the 200 yard
mark if not for that now
famous holding penalty.
Leclerc passed well (9 of I 3) but
not often enough.
Leclerc proved that when he
has protection, he can be
effective. Sam Teevens had a
nice day receiving, hauling in
three catches for 6 I }ards.
This was THE big game of
the year for the Wildcats, and
they knew it. BU DIES was
written with athletic tape on the
locker room door, YOU
WANT IT. YOU TAKE IT was

written in the hallway. The
players knew they had to beat
BU for the Yankee Conference
title. Now BU will have to lose
twice to Yankee Conference
opponents, in order to keep
their title hopes alive.
"Maybe we were over
aggressive," said Weare, "We
were over-pumped."
To some. it might seem that
the chances of a UN H title are
gone, but not to the Wildcats.
"We have to forget about it
and go back to work," said Cocaptain Dave Wissman, "We
can bounce back."
Andre Garron summed up
the team's confidence.
"Now we'll just go 10-1,
that's all."

All their battles in the second
half finally paid off when
Cullinane scored an unassisted
goal with three minutes
remaming in the contest.
Cullinane's goal was set when a
cross by Mary Rogers deflected
off the pads of Harvard's
netminder and onto the stick of
Cullinane.
Sandy Vander-Heyden and
Heather Reynolds never quit
defensively and for the fourth
time this season. helped
preserve a shut-out of the
season with 2 saves in .t-he
.contest. ·
With five crucial wins under
their belt, the UN H Wildcats
hope to remain undefeated as
they begin a long series of road
trips. Didio feels, "This is going
to be another phase of the
season that will take a lot more
concentration. It\ tough to
tnrvel a lot, you have to take
away their home field
advantage and · create
neutrality."
The 'Cats will be facing
Vermont. Penn State,
Bucknell. and Dartmouth and
Didio feels. "None of them will
be easy games."
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Men's tennis blanks Black Bears and Bentley
By Steve Langevin
A pair of convincing wins
has rejuvenated the UNH
men's tennis team, as they head
into their match today against
an always tough University of
Vermont squad.
_
Last Friday they travelled to
Orono, Maine to battle their
arch-rival the University of
Maine Black Bears. It didn't
turn out to be much of a battle
though, as the Wildcats
swamped the Black Bears 9-0.
"Anytime we beat Maine it's
a big win for us," said UN H
Head Coach Bob Berry.
Yesterday the Wildcats made
Bentley their second straight
-victim, with a 9-0 whitew:::i,;;hing

The UNH players steamrolled their singles opponents,
with only Shaun Hassett being
challenged. He dropped the
first set 6-4, before taking
control and winning the last
two 6-4, 6-0. Steve Noble
captured the number one spot
for UNH with a 6-1, 6-3 win
over Todd Folsom, while third
singles player Dave Hall
• cruised past Hans N ordemann
6-0, 6-2.
Dave Palumbo and Christian Seibert both posted 6-1, 6-1
victories over their Bentley
opponents, while Mike
McMahon completed the

UNH singles sweep, by
dominating Barry Horn 6-1, 62.
In the doubles play the
Wildcats were equally
imp.ressive with the second and
third teams of Palumbo and
Seibert and Hall and
McMahon sweeping their
opponents. Noble and Hassett
split sets with Scott Facchetti
and N ordemann, and because
darkness was setting in, they
played a 12-point tie-breaker to
decide the winner. Noble and
Hassett prevailed I0-8.
"I was really pleased with the
way the kids bounced back
from that 5-4 loss to U Mass,"
said an enthusiastic Berry.
"They were all playing hard."
The Wildcats (3-1) host
Vermont today in what Coach
Berry ca11s their biggest match
of the year. A win will
guarantee the Wildcats another
winning season.
"The kids are really pumped
up for this one," commented
Berry. "They really want it."
The match is also important
for the ECAC's this weekend because a loss could cost a
player a chance at being seeded,
and also because they want to
have momentum on their side
going in, as they will try to
improve on · 1ast year's third Steve Nc;,ble finishing off his serve. The men's team defeated Maine 9-0 Friday and Bentley 9-0
\ Monday.(Frank Consentino file photo)
place finish.
·
-·

·

Wildcat netwomen
win one, lose two

Anne G.,Sherer is the picture of concentration as· she prepares for her groundstroke. Tlie women
beat Maine, but lost to Central Conn. and Dartmouth.(Robin Stieff photo)
·
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By Steve Langevin
It was a busy, but forgetable
week-end for the UNH
women's tennis team, as they
played three matches in four
days, winning only one.
After opening the week-end
with a 9-0 thrashing of the
University of Maine on Friday,
the Wildcats lost a heartbreaking 5-4 match to Central
Connecticut Sunday and an 8-1
decision to a powerful
Dartmouth team yesterday.
In the Central Connecticut
match, UNH got singles
✓ victories
from Judi Mijal,
Jennifer Radden and Dianna
Fischer and a doubles win from
the duo of Wendy Crowe and
Mijal. A couple of the others
had leads but weren't able to
hold on.
"We've been talking a lot
about the mental aspect of
tennis lately, maybe too much,"
said UNH head coach Russ
McCurdy. "Before the
Dartmouth match I finally told
them to just go out and play
tennis; that the pressure was on
them (Dartmouth)."
That strategy seemed to help

somewhat, as UN H's top three
singles players all gave their
Dartmouth counterparts good
battles, although they all lost.
UNH's top player Sharon
Gibson won the first set of her
match with Debbie Willing 6-4,
and went to 6-all in the second
set before losing 7-2 in the tiebreaker. She then dropped the
third set 6-2. Anne G. Sherer
forced Dartmouth's Julie Par}(
to three sets before bowing out
6-1, 4-6, 6-4, while Wendy
Crowe lost a close 6-4, 6-4
decision to Anne Derzon.
The Wildcats' fourth thru
sixth players, M ijal, Radden
and Fischer, all lost in straight
sets.
In doubles, they played
eight-game pro sets with
Dartmouth taking the top two
spots, but Sherer and Crowe
gave the 'Cats a moral victory
at the third slot with an 8-3
blitzing of Dartmouth's Park
and Julia Maris.
"We fought hard, considering how good Dartmouth is
and how tired we were,"
commented Mccurdy.

-----SOCCER----( continued from page 23)
afternoon.
"I've been ready since
Thursday," said Spiegel. "We
had a couple of good practices,
and the mental preparation was
great today, and we were also
ready physically because. no
one was hurt.""
Darren Corini, who scored
twice in the season opener, and
fullback .Mike Neff both missed
Wednesday's game at U Mass
due to leg injuries, and their
reentry to the lineup Sunday
was welcomed.

From here the schedule rolls
on and the Wildcats nave to
start thinking about Thursday
afternoon's game at Keene
State. Coach Garber says of
Keene State, '"They tend to play
a rough style, so we'll have to be
prepared for that, but ifwe play
our game we should be all
right."
The Wildcats' next home
game 1s a week from today
when they host Division 3
power Babson College. Kickoff will be at 3:00 p.m.
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Wildcat men's soccer team dominates Crusaders
By J. Barry Mothes
A scoring slump? Lack of
offense? Poor men ta I
preparation?. The answer to all
0f these questions is a strong
.. negative,. after Sunday
afternoon's 3-0 domination of
Holy Cross in Durham.
Sunday afternoon's performance left nothing but
positive feelings for this young
team that improved its record
to 2-1-1 with the win.
The most encouraging signs
were the reemergance of last
_years leading scorer, sopho. more Peter Spiegel, as a
dominant offensive force, the
hustle and renewed scoring
touch of Adrian Pfisterer, and
home debut uf

other times today that I felt I

freshman Jeff Bergholtz.
Pfisterer and Bergholtz
scored five minutes apart
midway through the first half
to seal the victory, with an
assist going to Speiegel on the
Pfisterer goal. Bergholtz's first
goal as a Wildcat was the result
of aggressive play on the left
wing. He beat two Holy Cross
defenders, then ran through the
ball to beat the oncoming
keeper who was looking to grab
the bouncing ball. Full back
Scott True started the play with
a great chip from midfield, one
of the many he sent all
afternoon.
The second half was played
almost entirely in the Holy
cross side of the field. Coach
Ted Garber's frequent
substitutions never disrupted
the Wildcat advantage,

should have been able to finish
plays off."
Both Spiegel and Pfisterer,
who are vital to the Wildcats'
offense, were around the action
all afternoon. Spiegel did some
great work in the air off corners
and from fullback Mike Neff's
throws, and Pfisterer
maneuvered well around the
eighteen yard area.
Co-captain Adam Chidekel
got his first shutout of the
season, with some help in the
final minutes from Dave
Barlow, who handled a
dangerous corner cleanly at the
far post.
Coach Garber explained,
"'Adrian and Peter were able to
make more of an impact this
afternoon because Tom
Cloutier was playing so well at
center half. In past games they
were running 25-30 yards
before getting their scoring
chances, but today they were
able to pick their own chances."
Coach Garber was obviously
pleased with Bergholtz's play.
"Jeff played a great game
today. He's a good player. He
played Wednesday at UMass
and has been doing very well in
practice. He's a valuable part of
our offense."
The win gives the Wildcats a
big lift, especially considering
the problems they had in their
previous two games. But those
problems vanished Sunday
SOCCER, age 22

the

Holy Cross' netminder makes a stop as UNH attackers look on for a rebound. The Wildcats
defeated the Crusaders 3-0.(Frank Consentino photo)

exciting

Wildcat X-country men finish fourth
By Bob Arsenault
The UN H men's crosscountry team suffered three
more losses on Friday at UR I
to Providence College, UConn
and URI.
"This was definitely one of
the toughest courses we'll face
all year," -said Coach Jim
Boulanger. "It was all rolling
hill-s."
Providence College,
perenially one of the strongest
cross-country teams in the
area, won the 4 uad meet with
an impressive 23 points.
UConn scored 48 points,

Rhode Island 68 and New
Hampshire had 75.
The real story of the meet ·
was the course, . however. "I'd
say the top runners were two
minutes off their usual times
out there today," Coach
Boulanger said. "The most
promising thing about the race
was that our top six people
were separated by only thirtvsix seconds."
Jeremy King and John Neff
took eleventh and twelfth place
with times of 26:59 and 27:08
respectively. Last week on
UN H's ,.home course, both of
J

these runners were well under
26 minutes for the same
distance.
Freshman Mike Eliasberg
was once again the third man
for UN H as he crossed the line
in 27: 12.
Junior Scott Rhodes put
together a good race with a
strong kick to finish fourth for
the team in 27:36 with an
eighteenth place finish. It_ was
the first time Rhodes had

everyone was ready to play and
the result was some of the most
entertaining soccer that has
been played here over the past 2
seasons .
One sequence that lead to the
Wildcats' third goal was
developed with crisp one touch
passing and a brilliant through
ball by Bergholtz. UN H's Phil
Cote got the ball to Bergholtz
on the run and he sent it
through to Spiegel, who put it
home off the outside of his right
foot, finishing it off beautifully.
"That was a great ball by Jeff
( Bergholtz)," said Spiegel
afterwards, "It's important that
I continue to complete those
types of chances. There were

scored in a meet after three
years of solid work.
"The course gave me an
advantage over some of the
other runners because I'm
strong on the downhill parts of
races," said Rhodes. "I feel that
my training is starting to pay
off," he continued.
For the second week in a
row, sophomore Jim Mackenzie finished fifth for UN H in
19th place with a time of 27:37.

Big Green defeats
women's soccer 7-1
By Steve Langevin
The UNH women's soccer
team hoped their _luck would
change when they went on the
road Saturday, but it didn't
help as Dartmouth defeated
them 7-1, sending the Wildcats
to their third loss of the season.
Dartmouth opened the
scoring early when Amy
McBride put one past UNH
goalie Julie Trask at 43: 16.
UN H countered three minutes
later when Cindy Pierce scored
her first goal of the year, with
an assist going to Sarah Stokes,
but that was the last time the
Wildcats were able to beat
Dartmouth goalie Estey
Ticknor ( 11 saves).
The Big Green then broke
the game open with three goals
in three minutes and never
looked back. Scoring were
Sharon Matthews, Kate Brew
and Laura Weylman, with

McBride assisting on the first
two.
The teams went scoreless for
the rest of the half, although
Dartmouth had most of the
chances.
In the secon-d half,
0-artmouth slowly but surely
added to its lead. Matthews
scored her second goal of the
game at 36:23 and then
completed her hat trick 16
minutes later.
Lisa Ochener closed out the
scoring for the game with a
meaningless goal with 13:50
remaining in the contest.
Dartmouth, in raising its
record to -3-0, outshot the
Wildcats 39-14. Trask played
another strong game in net for
UNH, turning away 23 shots.
The Wildcats (0-3) travel to
Harvard tomorrow to take on
the Crimson in a 3 p.m. contest.

Kristin Bowman (9) chasing down a Boston College attacker earlier this year. The women lost to
Dartmouth Saturday. (Frank Consentino file photo)
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Sports
Last minute touchdownfoils UNH gridders
By Ray Routhier
Oooops.
"When two teams are evenly
matched , mistakes can dictate
the game," said UNH coach
Bill Bowes, "and this was a
classic example."
The Boston University
Terriers made an "example" of
the Wildcats by taking
advantage of two big fourth
quarter miscues, to eke out a
2 l-20 win, Saturday at Cowell
Stadium. It was the 'Cats nrst
Joss of the season.
These are the two most
important examples, memorize
them, but please don't try them
at home.
·
( l) Andre Garron broke four
tackles and scampered 80 yards
for a touch down, but it didn't
count because of a holding
penalty.
(2) With five minutes left in
the ball game, UNH led 20-15
and was controlling the
football. Rick Leclerc fumbled
the handoff at midfield and BU
recovered. Eight . plays later
Paul Lewis walked into the
endzone making the final score
21-20 BU.
"We gave them the game,
there's no question, said UNH
linebacker Peter Weare, "We
made mistakes on both sides,
( offense and defense). Every
one of us feels tha1 we're the
better team."
In the first half, it looked as if
UNH was the better team.
After giving up a quick safety
on their first series, the
Wildcats kept their composure
and put together two solid
scoring drives. Bowes began to
mix things up by calling some
keepers for Leclerc, therefore
taking some defensive pressure
off of Garron. However, UNH
was helped considerably by two
BU turnovers near the end of
the half.
The Terriers had the ball on

Andre Garron(35) carried for over IOO yards for the ninth game in a row and scored three touchdowns, but it was not enough as the
Wildcats lost 21-20 to B.U.(Jim Millard photo)
the NH l 3-yard line when the
usually sure handed AllAmerican Paul Lewis fumbled,
and UN H's Tim Teevens was·
there to ·pounce on it. Minutes
later the Terriers put together a
13-play drive which brought
them to the UNH 5-yard line.
This was one of the UNH
defense's few bright spots. They
put enough pressure on QB Pat
Mancini to force two
incompletions. Then, on a
fourth and four, Mancini threw
right into a wall of Blue, and
Brian O'Neill tipped the ball to

Bob Price for the interception.
"We didn't play that well in
But BU overcame their the secondary," said Bowes
mistakes.
"There were a lot of receivers
The keys to BU's comeback wide open, and we didn't
were the surprising play of establish any pass rush."
Besides defensive problems,
freshman QB Pat Mancini and
the rejuvination of Lewis. · the UN H offense sputtered in
Lewis had come into the game the second half. The play
with only l 08 yards in two calling became too predictable;
games. Against UNH he had
l st down, give to Garron, 2nd
143 yards and 3 touchdowns. down give to Garron, 3rd
The defense contained him down, pass. It wasn't quite that
fairly well, but his blinding monotonous, Leclerc did his
speed hurt them, especially
when he turned 5-yard passes
into 35-yard gains.

share of running, but most of
his runs were on broken plays
and his final rushing stats were
20 carries for 14 yards.
Fullback Mike Shriner and
reserve taleback David Orr
combined for a grand total of 3
carries.
"After the 80 yard run, I was
a little tired, and I was
surprised to get the ball again,"
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Field Hockey team
posts two shutouts

By Jennifer Briggs
Everything is looking bright
for the UN H Wild ca ts as "they
boast an impressive 5-0 record
after two shut-out wim over the
weekend. UN H had an easy
time against West Chester on
Friday night as Jill Sickels and
Mary Ellen Cullinane led the
'Cats to a 2-0 win .
Although the Wildcats
downed Harvard 3-0 on
Sunday. it wasn't as easy, as the
heat and exhaustion of the long
week took its toll. Didio
asserted, "It's been a full week
with a game on Friday. practice
on Saturday, and another game
on Sunday so the girls were a
little tired.,.
These conditions didn't have
much effect on UN H as Didio
shifted players in and out of the
game. "I was really pleased
, with my substitutions because
they went in with concentration
and were a big part of the
game." Didio claimed.
The first half started out
slowly with slight confusion
..;;..;......;.;.;;;:;;;.;...:........;;_..;.:.,;.,___ _ _ __,_ but soon the 'Cats were back in
The UNH women's field hockey team raised its record to 5-0 with shutout wins of 2-0 over West top form with strong crossficld
Chester and 3-0 over Harvard.(Frank Consentino photo)
passes and · blistering shots.

U N H had a few early sco,:ing
opportunities; set up by the
powerful hits of Barb Marois
but they weren't able to
capitalize. Final!) . at the 21minutc mark, a sh,n by Marois
set up a scramble in front of the
goal where Peggy Helinski
gathered a pass from Sickels
and pushed it in to give the
'Cats a 1-0 advantage.
Harvard didn't even have
time to blink before senior
sensation Marois took a pass
from Patty Heap and blasted a
shot from outside the 16-yard
circle, giving UNH a
comfortable 2-0 advantage at
the half. Commenting on the
goals 36 seconds apart. Didio
said. "It's a good positive point
to have back-to-back goals like
we did in the second half."
The second half wasn't as
easy with Harvard's defense
fighting for possession until the
last second. Harvard's
freshman goalie Kristen Abcly
put on ljUite a performance in
the second half with 9 saves and
14 for the contest. The 'Cats
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